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A MICROCOMPUTER-BASED POSITION UPDATING SYSTEM FOR
GENERAL AVIATION UTILIZING LORAN-C
This report identifies the advantages Loran-C offers over
VOR/DME as a primary navigation aid. These advantages include
long range coverage by several stations; coverage at low alti-
tudes and the capability to have non-precision approaches at
airports not already served by landing aids. Modern digital
electronic technology is used to produce a device to convert
Loran-C to useful pilot information using simple software algo-
rithms and low-cost microprocessor devices. The cost and lack
of availabi lity of suitable processors to execute these algo-
rithms have prevented a Loran-C navigator from being developed
prior to this work. Results indicate that the microprocessor-
based Loran-C navigator has an accuracy of 1.0 nm or less over
an area typically covered by a triad of Loran-C stations and
can execute a position update in less than 0.2 seconds. The
system has been tested in 30 hours of flight and has proved
that it can give reliable and accurate navigation information.
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Loran-C, a 100 KHz, time-difference, hyperbolic radio navigation
scheme, has certain advantages for use as a primary navigation aid for
general-aviation aircraft. Significant advantages include long-range
coverage by using a few transmitte's, useful signals at low altitudes and
in mountainous terrain, and signals which are stable allowing accurate
and consistent positional data to be obtained. These advantages have
prompted federal authorities to consider this system as a primary na viga-
tion aid and for application as a non-precision ( two-dimensional) landing
aid.1
Lcran-A, which operates at 2.5 MHz, was in use for over 30 years
but has now been discontinued. Loran-C, which has been in operation for
20 years, is continuing to expand with new chains in all parts of the
world. Loran-C provides more stable signals than Loran-A over long
distances and for this reason, there has been increased interest in land-
based use of Loran-C for aviation activities. Loran has traditionally
been used by the maritime services and has not been accepted previously
in aviation circles because of users' unfamiliarity with hyperbolic
systems and their impracticality and the lack of low -cost, simple equip-
ment to cinvert the hyperbolic data to a more readily understood form.
This paper documents a rather complete effort to design, build,
and flight test a navigator unit which converts Loran-C data at the out-
put of a receiver to latituee /longitude coordinates and also range/
bearing coordinates to a waypoint. This work has taken advantage of
contemporary microprocessor technology for simplL i,nplementation of new
algor'thms to give accurate positional information from Loran-C. Ibis
has i ►..olved investigation and testing of various data conversion
methods, designing and building the necessary microcomputer h-Ardware and
the writing of the data conversion software. Finally, the entire concept
was tested during approximately 30 hours of flight in a Piper Cherokee
and a Douglas DC-3. It was proved that a simple method will indeed con-
vert Loran-C data to a pilot -usable form. The microcomputer equipment
necessary is low in cost and readily available and the system works well
in providing good navigation information in an aircraft flight environ-
ment. With the continuing trend toward more powerful and lower cost
electronic devices, the roadblocks to implementing fully a Loran-C navi-
gator have essentially been removed.
The international standard method of navigating is to use the VOR
(VHF Omni Range) bad DME ( Distance Measuring Equipment). This system,
with over 1000 stations in the United States, has proven to be acceptable
1Non-precision is used to connote that no vertical guidance is pro-
vided. An extensive study in this area has teen ongoing in the
state of Vermont. See, for example, Polhemvs, W.L., "Evaluation of
Loran-C for Enroute Navigation and non-Precision Approach Within
the State of Vermont," Proceedings of the National Aerospace
Symposium, Dayton, Ohio, March 1980.
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and very capable. Information is provided to the pilot in the form c,f
the angular bearing and distance relative to a VOR/DME station (1]. A
more recent feature called area navigation (RNAV) works in conjunction
with VOR/DME data to allow the pilot to set up arbitrary waypoints (at
atrports, VOR/DME stations, etc.) and then fly a straight-line course
between these points.
The incentive to consider low-frequency systems is that the VHF
and UHV signals from a V01t/DME station do not propagate to follow the
earth and provide low altitude coverage and signals and can be blocked by
mountains. Also, with low-frequency systems, 20 to 30 stations could
cover the entire continental U.S. which would be considerably cheaper and
easier to maintain than over 1000 stations.
With the ability to cover low altitudes, Loran-C could provide,
at no extra cost, an accurate approach navigation system currently un-
available at many airports. There are over 14,000 airports in the U.S.,
half of which do not hive -lectronic instrument landing aids. By having
an all-vfeather approas::. =id, such as Loran-C could provide, the utility
and cost effectiveness of existing airports could be increased.
Clearly, there are other methods of air navigation including non-
directional beacons (NDB), dead reckoning or inertial navigation. There
is also some promise of using satellites for navigation [2]. These
methods have disadvantages. For example, the NDB is not as precise
to use as the Loran-C and inertial navigation and satellite systems are
certainly much more expensive than Loran-C.
The present-day, Loran-C network currently covers much of the
northern hemisphere as shown in Figure 1-1. The possibility of using
this system especially for non-precision approaches and RNAV has
generated much interest and has been inves.igated extensively (3,4].
This research has dealt with ways to handle such practical problems as
GDOP (geometric dilution of precision), which occurs when the hyperbolic
lines-of-position cross at acute angles, and the effect of passing over
a Loran-C station. It has been shown that these problems can be handled
effectively without seriously affecting the overall utility of the system
(5,6].
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II.	 REVIEW OF LORAN-C DEVELOPMENT AND OPEKATION	 ORIGINAL F;:C s^iOF POOR QUALITY
This brief review of low-frequency navigation systems,
including Loran, is intended to show how present-day Loran-C has bene-
fitted from experiences gained through experiments with other *ystems.
The operation of the Loran-C system is discussed, and the details of
how navigation information is derived from Loran-C are presented.
A. Historical Development. Early in aviation history it
became apparent tint flying activities needed to be conducted at times
when navigation by visual cues alone was no t adequate. Other means of
navigation weta needed, and these can be divided into self-contained
and ground-based systems. Self-contained systems such as inertial
navigation have all the navigation component * on board the aircraft.
A ground-based system sends a signal or signals to the aircraft where
navigation information is derived. Ground-based systems, such as
VORs, are preferred because the heavy and bulky equipment can be kept
off the aircraft. In addition, use of ground-based navigation systems
can provide correlation among all users to a fixed reference point
(or a set of points fixed with respect to the users) thus allowing
users to establish their position and avoid collisions with each
other.
1. Reasons for Low-Fre uenc,^ S stems. It it most -atursl
to use radio si%nala to transmit navigation information to an
aircraft, although there are restrictions as to which frequencie6 are
optimum. As shown in Table 2-1 the propagation characteristics
of various frequency regions vary considerably [7,81; at very low fre-
quencies the transmitted waveform follows the earth's curvature in a
duct formed between the earth and the ionosphere, and in the VHV
region the waveform follows a straight-line path from the transmitter
to the receiver and can be blocked by the horizon or large objects
such as mountains.
While low-frequency signals may be transmitted over several
hundreds or thousands of kilometers, with sufficient power, these
signals often are contaminated with noise to the extent that the level
of average noise is higher than the signal. The transmission of
siedium-frequency signals for navigation use has a serious disadvantage
in that these signals are refracted by the ionosphere causing the path
length of the signal to ruange as the height of the ionosphere varies
with time of day %nd saasun. The use of VHF or higher frequencies
affords bandwidths of several kilohertz to regahertz for transmitting
navigation information; however, with line-of-sight coverage, the cost
of placing and maintaining the transmitters necessary '-o provide adequate
coverage is a serious disadvantage.
For covering a large area of several hundred thousand kilome-
ters or more, a low-frequency system appears appropriate. At very low
frequencies, transmitter and antenna design is difficult because of
the high power levels and long wavelengths involved. The bandwidth
-4-
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Frequency	 Wavelength
	 Uaslgnatlon	 'type of Prup1LaLi0n
Range	 (motors)
3Hz - 30KHz	 105 to 104
	
vary low freq.	 Glub:ll
30KHz Lo 300KHz	 104 Lo 103
	
Low fre(j.
	
>101)U ti,n
300Khz to 3lUiz 1 10 3 to 102
	
medium freq.	 ground wave 5U0 Lu
1000 Kin skywave 1000-
2000 Km
3M11z to 30HHz	 I 10 2
 to 101
	
high freq.	 ground wave limiLLd L,i
<5UU Km. skywave can
cover several thoutiand
Km
Miliz to 300miz	 Jul to 100	 very Ii1Lh trey.	 muscly line-vi-si -hL
3UUHIiz to 3CHZ	 100 to le-1	 ultra high fre4	 line-u1-si;,hL
and above
Table 2-1.	 Range. of Radio Frequencies and Their
Propagation Characteristics.
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available at very low frequencies is narrow, less than that required
for voice transmission, thus limiting `.ow such information may be
sent [9]. The low-frequency band allows enough bandwidth to u-ne
pulse—tyre navigation systems which simplify r.etection of navigation
information campared to the use of continuous-wave systems.
2. Contributions of Other -Systems. Many tests were con-
ducted using low	 q uencies nor navigation. Some of the tests led to
systems that did work ,  although they were not very practical and were
difficult to use. Because of the stable nature of very-low-frequency
signals, some systems were developed which used variations in phase
:slative to receiver location. The use of continuously transmitted
signals was necesuary because of the bandwidth restriction on the
antennas. The European Decca and the more recently developed Omega
systems are examples of these. In these systems, the receiver com-
pares the relative phase between two or more stations, ar.9 these ,phase
differences then define a set of hyperbolic lines of position, the
intersection of which is the receiver's location. A lane iden-
tification problem is inherent to these systems because of the cyclic
redundancy of the transmitted signal. There can be considerable
variation of the transmitted phase because of natural phenomena, and
this has been the subject of much research (10,11).
In the 1940x, work was begun on pulse-type navigation.' systems
operating at various frequencies, mostly in the medium-frequency
range [12). These systems attempted to derive navigation information
by using the time difference of srrival between pulses rece'ved from
different station.. Over a period of time, the technology of
designing highly stable oscillators became very refined and it was
soon recognized that such better navigation coverage could be obtained
in the low-frequency band. Becausee of the demands of the Second World
War, a pulse-type system, called Lo~an-A and operating near 2 MHz, was
established while research on low-frequency techniques continued. In
1946, a system caller: Cyclau using automatic cycle idenLIfication and
phase measuring techniques was developed. T1hie soon led to the
testing of another system called Cytac, operating in the 90-100 kltz
band, which used the leading edge of pulses to measure time differ-
ences. In the late 1950s, a set of specificat'_ons was developed which
was considerably improved over the standard Loran, and thus the Cytac
tests became what is known today as Loran-C [13). lNe Loran-A system
was then phased out beginning in the late 1970s with complete
withdrawal of the system in 1980.2
Throughout many early experiments there was very little known
about the propagation characteristics at low frequencies and how these
characteristics would influence the outcome of the navigation experi-
ment. Often, some rather surprising discoveries were made during the
2A good discussion of these navigatton methods is provided by
SandretLu, P.C., Aeronautical Radio Engineering, McGraw-hii..l book
Company, New York, 1942.
-6-
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testing of these prospective systems and much knowledge was gained by
actual fir!d work. Loran-C today contains many elements such as lung-
range coverage and pulse transmission to avoid mutual interference and
skywave contaminjt.,on, which were discovered years earlier. The
system is or optimization of many of its predecessors.
F. Basics of Loran-C Time Differences (TD). Each Loran-C sta-
tlortea ^ssw^t`s a- se^ir^ea- o pulses wItH a carrier 	 of 100 kHz.
An exaapl.. of a transmitted pulse is shown in Figure 2-1. The r, the-
matical description of this pulse is:
f(t) .(	 )2 cxp[2(t - t )1 Wowct
P	 P
:here tp . 65 ps and we - 2wx100 kHz. Thiz equation represents a
pulse with rapid rise time to allow the receiver to lock onto the
early part of the pulse before a sktwave pulse appears. The latter
part of the pulse has a slow decay time to confine the energy to a
band extending from 80 to 120 kHz. Me phase of the leading edge is
tightly cont.rollea since this is where the receiver samples the signxi
to determine time differences [14).
1. Development of Time Dtifrrence y . Loran-C stations ar_
associated in groups of tweet+ three snJ -ri—ve stations; one station
is designated the master and the others are designated secondary or
slave stations. As shown In figure 2-2, the master station trz nsmtte
nine pulses, the first eight separated from each other by 1000 ps, and
the ninth separated from► the eighth by 2000 ps. This is done for
identification purposes. Each of the secondary stations transmits
ei,;ht pulses separated from each other by 1000 ps. A particular Croup
of stations is called a chain and is identified by the chain's group
repetition interval (CRI) which is the rare teat a station transmits
pulse groups. Further identification is provided by periodically
reversing the phase of the carrier for each station in a set sequence
[15[. Typical CRIB are in the range of 49900 ps to 99900 ps. By
measuring the amount of tine between the arrival of a pulse set for
different stations, the Loran-C time differences are determined which
can then be used to le care the receiver's position. Ibis will oe
examined is more detail in the next chapter.
2. Hyperbolic Coordinates. As will be p.,inted out later,
the Loran-C TD readings are of the form of a hyperbolic equation.
This places loran-C with soot other navigation systemR used below
30 MHz whose primary source of information is a set of hyperbolic
coordinates. The reason for this is that narrow bandwidths at low
frequencies do not allow sufficient data rates to transmit signp?:
with a higher information content than the pulse system. Unfortu-
nately, it also puts more of a burden on the receiver or operator who
must t4 n convert the coordinates to a mere convenient form. The most
-7-
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natural form of navigation information is the user's location is rela-
tive to a reference point. A hyperbolic system only provides an
abstract set of coordinates defined by the particular setup of sta-
tions.
3. Lines-of-Position. By measuring the difference in time
of arrival of a set of pulses from two stations, a TD number is found.
Referring to Figure 2-3, a TD number is a point on the locus of points
all having the same value. Denoting the distances from each of Fta-
tions to the point as d l
 and d2 , and the constant difference as 2a,
then
F(_^_y+ y2 ORIGINAL PAGE 19 	 ( 2- i )
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and
d2 - /(X-C) 2 + y2
	 (2-2)
Since the difference of the distance is constant, i.e., d i - d 2 - 1a,
then
(x+c)2 + y2 -
 /(:-Y) 2 + y2 _ 2a	 (2-3)
Rearranging and squaring both sides
(x+c) 2 + y2 a 4^2 + 2a /(::C)2 + y2 + (x-0 2 + y2 	(2-4)
By further rearranging equation (2-4)
(a 2
 - c 2)x 2 - a 2 y 2 . a 2(a 2 - c 2 )	 (2-5)
substituting c 2 . a 2 + b2 , the standard hyperbolic equation is pro-
duced. That is
OR QN,kil.
OF
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Figure 2-3. The TD Value Received at Point P From tho Loran
Stations at (-c,o) and (c,o) is on the Locus of
Points with Constant TD of 2a.
Point a re j irY-,,,rits the x-axis crossing of the hyperbola and
point b is the conjugaL e axtr; l,irngth such that the :asymptote of Lite
hyperbola is y - _b^.
a
Each hyperIx)lh- locus of points is a ltne-of-position (LOP).
Since one LOP does not uniquely define the receiver's position, a
second master-secondary pair must Ix- rised to def ine a second IAN; the
intersection of two or more LOPS defines the rYceiver's position, as
shown in Figure 2-4.
C. Method of computing time-di fferences. Reference for the
following discussion will be made to Figure 2-5. 'rie signal
transmitted by the master station (M) is radiated in all directi.oits.
The time it takes for the signal to reach a given point is related to
the speed of light (approximately 300 meters per us) and to a lesser
extent, the medium through which the signal travels. The secondary
stations always transrutt After Lite master; the time interval between
the transmission of the master signal and the secondary signal is
equal to the amour.« of time it would take the master's signal to reach
the secondary (baseline time) plus a coding delay. Coding delays are
introduced at the eccondaries to ensure that no two sL; ► LLY)ns will
overlap anywhere in the coverage region. At the receiver Ix,s it ioii,
there will be two signals present, the master and the secondary
separated by a certain amount of time. The amount of time can be
expressed mathematically as:
TD - g+ 4+TS - TM	 (2-7)
where TD is the time difference in arrival of the master and secondary
signals, a is the one-way baseline time between the twister and secon-
dary, 4 is the secondary coding delay inserted by the secondary, T S is
the one-way baseline time between the secondary station and Lite
riveiver, and TM is the one-way baseline time between the receiver and
0e master station. The baseline time T M is subtracted from the above
equation to account for the receiver's displacement from the master
station. Equation (2-7) contains the difference of x and y terms in
the form of Ts and TM plus additional constants and is thus in the
form of a hyperbolic equation.
The baseline quantity $ and the coding delay are generally
known from the values set up during the installation of the Loran-C
chain. The baseline quantity $ can be accurately measured and the
coding delay is chosen to provide reasonable dLKtr.lbution of the
secondary signals throughout the group repetition interval. These two
quantities are usually combi.ned and published in the data for a par-
ticular chain by the U. S. 'Coast Guard [16]. The two baseline time:
from Lite receiver, TS and TM , are unknown and must be calculated
before they can be applied to the TD equation. This in ,,-olves computing
OF POUR Q^^A _I Ff
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Fip..e 2-5. The TD Readirg at the Receiver is Formed by the Amount of Time
the Signal Travels Between the Master and Secondary, Plus the
Coding Delay, Plus the Amount of Time the Signal Travels from
the Secondary to the Receiver, M;nus the Amount of Time the
Signal Traveled from the Master to the Receiver.
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the length betwtsn the receiver and the Loran-C stations and computing
how ouch time it would take for the Loran -C signal to traverse this
distance. Being able to do this is the most important part of a TD
prediction algorithm.
Computing the amount of time required for an electromagnetic
wave to travel from one point to another involves two factors: calcu-
lating the exact baseline distance between the two points taking into
account: the non-spherical nature of the earth, and applying correc-
tions to the velocity of the signAl ns it passes through the medium
around the baseline. The conductivity of the earth and effect of the
air have the greatest impact on the velocity of propagation.
A method of calculating baseline length between two points on
the surface of the earth will now be presented. As shown in Figure
2-6, the earth is approximated by an ellipsoid with major (equatorial)
radius, a, and minor (polar) radius, b. The usual zoordinate frame
for defining a point on the surface of the earth J. the geodetic
spherical coordinate system where the latitude is represented by 0 and
longitude is represented by X. The geodesic arc-length between two
points on the earth may be computed by the following procedure which
calculates the arc-length on a plane through the center of the
ellipsoid (17]. One begins by defining 0 as the geodetic latitude of
the receiver and •i as the geodetic latitut;e of the second point
(Loran-C transmitter) and Al as the difference in longitude between
the receiver and second point. The procedure for computing the arc
length is to consider a sphere of radius a circumscribing the earth.
By projecting the latitude of a point on the earth onto the sphere,
the point on the sphere has a parametric latitude denoted by R [18].
The parametric or reduced latitude is computed as:
tan$	 - (1 - f)tanm	 (2-8)
tan$ i - (1 - f)tanmi
	(2-9)
where the subscript i represents the second point and f is _he flat-
tening of the ellipsoid:
(2-10)f - a - b
a
The generalised direction cosines of the projected point are:
C 1 - cos$isinAX
C2
 - cos$sin$ i - sin$cos$icos(AX)
(2-11)
(2-12)
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. A sphere is circumscribed
equal. Then the point p
Figure 2-6. The Earth is Approximated by an Ellipsoid
around the ellipsoid with the major radii
on the earth is projected onto the sphere.
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C3 - sia$sin$ i + cospcoso icos(4A)	 (2-1
The bearing angle, with respect to true north, from the receiver to
second point, measured at the receiver is:
tanY - C1--
C2
The approximate angle from the receiver to the second point, in a
plane through the center of the ellipsoid is:
C2cost + CIsinT
tan0 -	 -
3
The geodesic arc length between the receiver and the Loran-C
transmitter may be found from
p - a0 - (mu + nv )
where:
(2-1
(2-1
(2-1
i
m - (sin$ + sinpi)2
r sing - sina1 12
n	 l	 1sin0
u -	 1 - cos0	 0 - sin0
sin0
	
sin0
v - (1 + cos0) (0 + sin0)
To calculate Loran-C time difference•, it is necessary to d
cedure twice; once for the receiver to master station arc 1
once for the receiver to secondary station arc length. The
depend on the units used to specify the radius of the earth
the units of a are in microseconds ( 300 meters - 1 us), the
directly the amount of time needed for the Loran-C signal t
from one point to another. This method uses an oblate sphe
^.
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of the earth to approxim4te the guodevic. Over distances typical of
those involved with Loran-C work, this usually is adequate. In a
generalized development of geodesics on an ellipsoid by Ik)lmatrum, a
three-dimensional model of the earth was developed allowing the three
axes to be unequal. Using an oblate spheroid case where the equa-
torial axes are equal, the demonstrated error over a 482 km geodesic
was 0.82 m with a 0.035 second of arc error (19).
Although the above procfdure may be used to calculate Loran-C
time differences, the assumption made is that Vi loran-C signal will
travel over the baseline path with a constant -velocity, independent of
the adjacent medium. In practical Loran-C work, the Loran-C signal
travels over madia which can have widely varying characteristics.
Except for all-water paths, the signal travels over a surface of
inhomogeneous conductivity and dielectric constants and also one which
has irregular surfaces. There have been many attempts to produce a
working model of the earth's surface in order to resolve the problem
of predicting the signal phase delay, but such attempts are very dir-
ficult in light of the non-spherical and the irregular surface Lape-
dance nature of the earth. In an integral equation model of a
nonhomogeneous, irregular earth proposed by Samaddar, predicted secon-
dary phase delays of 2.5 to 3.5 lie over a path length of 300 co 400 km
were calculated which compare favorably to measured values (20). The
difficulty in applying such models lies in getting an accurate profile
of the section of the earth over which the signal will pass. The
numerical calculations involved in solving the integral equations are
complex and yield a phase factor correction of only a few microse-
conds	 More general impedance models are typically employed, such as
witl ► the Defense Mapping Agency
The total time difference equation including secondary phase
factor corrections discussed above is:
TD - _C (P S - 1'M) + ( c s - c M ) + (^ - D)	 ( 2 -lti)
where PS and PM are the calculated baseline lengths to the 1.)ran-C
secondary and master stations, respectively, using equation (2-16),
v is the index of refraction over the geodesic, C is the tree-space
speed of light, L is the baseline length between the master and secon-
dary stations. A is the secondary coding delay, and cS and c M .,re tiie
secondary phase factor corrections for the secondary and master geode-
sics, respectively.
3The Defense Mapping Agency computes corrections for overland phase
retardation based on a data base of calibrated stations.
-18-
Appendix I lists a FQRTKAN-IV program run on an IKM 37C/158 to
calculate Loran-C time differimces. Various constants, including the
geodetl.c latitudes and longitudes of the Loran-C ouster and secondary
stations, the master-to-secondary baseline time delays, the secondary
coding delays, and earth constants are all OLored internal to the
program. the program accepts the coordinates of the receiver as
input. The oblate spherical earth model discussed above is used,
however, no secondary phase factor corrections are applied. Figure
2-7 shows the results of using this program with several points a'.ong
with actual time difference values calculated for these points using
over-land phase retardation corrections 1211. This shows a typical
error of two to three microseconds. The ,asin source of error in this
program is the lack of input for the secondary phase factor correla-
tions. It should be noted that the Defense Mapping Agency muint+tins
phase factor corrections for only a few control points; thus their
calculations are not always exact for the user's position..
ORIGNAL V'
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Position	 Control TUS	 Calculated 'ru5
41"18'49.5"N
	
26477.02-X	 1647 / . S')-X
72'41'33.5"W	 44062.39-Y	 44U518.64-Y
41'39'55 J"N	 27140.17 -X 	 27137.8-X
73 0 49 1 21.0"W	 44JI,9.04-Y	 44366.42-Y
39'19'22.81"N	 218539.50-X
	 28538.44-X
82'5' S` .42"W	 42593.39-Y
	 42593.5'2-Y
56775.49-Z	 567:/.75-Z
Figure 2-7. ComparJBon of TDs Calculated by Defense Mapping Agency 121)
(Control TDs) va.TU6 Calculated by Program in Append;x I
for Three Different Locations. Loran-C Chain k450
(U.S. Northeast) was used here.
7
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The preceding chapter has deait with how to compute the Loran-C
time .Iifferences which may be expected at a given location. As will
be Teen, this is necessary for some iterative Loran TD- to-posittun
solutions. Now, the inverse problem will he considered, that of con-
verting received Loran-C time differences to more geatralLzed position,
coordinates, such as, latitude and longitude. In this chapter,
several different, techniques will he examined to evaluate their
simplicity, accuracy, and suitability for being used In a small
microcomputer-based navigation system. Some methods of converting
these firat-order derived position coordinates into a range and
bearing form simulating a VOKTAC reference which is more familiar to
pilots will also be discubsed.
A. Conversion Methods Available. The time difference readings
obtained from the Loran-C receiver are gene:a:ly of littlo use to a
pilot. Even if a pilot could become familiar with the time differ-
ences in certain areas through experience, using similar tLme dif-
ferences for a different triad of stations or with a diff_rent chain
would be meaningless. As shown in Figure 3-1, there is no simple
relationship between the Loran-C lines-of-position and a geocentric
grid coordinate system, such as latitude-longitude. Further, the
spacing between successive LOPS varies with the position {_ the cover-
age region; at large distances between stations, a change of 10 Ps
might relate to a linear change of 10 Imn, while at a distance clos.. 4-()
the station, a change of 1Q ps .night correspond to a linear change of
1 Km. 'Thus, navigating by Loran-C time differences alone is iot
a very suitable method.
The classic method of relating tirr. differences t,r a more uni-
versal set of coordinates is through the use of charts or tables.
While this may suffice for maritime services (for which such chart;
and naps are made) where craft velocity is low, it is very unsuitable
for aircraft use. Ideally, tV.e navigation unit should allow V %e p[IOL
to Lnattvct the unit what course the pilot wants to fly, and ;he unit
will then provide the pilot with course gu.dance Information as the
flight progresses without the pilot '.laving to derive course guidance
from ma,l : or tables. For this reason, it i s desired to calculate
automatically the actual position in a universal set of coordinates
from the Loran-C time differences. This information may then be used
for input to a course director: computer. The course direction com-
puter we-41d then drive a display indicting whether or riot the
aircraft is on course, and the pilot wotAd Then simply maintain an on-
course indication.
There are many means available foc converting r xrrxu-C time dtf-
ferences to latitude and longitude. "these may be divided into two
basic processes, those which require repetitive calculations to arrive
at the final result, and those which us ,-	 direct or closed-form solu-
tion to do the conversion.
Lai
L.ir
La
LOP.
-"Owl
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Figure. 3-1. Relationship Between Loran-C Hypurbolk. LOPS and
Geocentric Grid.
An iterative TU-to-pobitlon algorithm functions by assuming
that the receiver is at a given location, then comparing the 1xisition
determined by the received TDs ti the assumed position. The TUs for
the assumed position are calculated before the comparison and then the
assumed position is adjusted so as to minimize the error in comparison
of the two sets of TDs. A way of mechanizing this is shown in Figure
3-2, where for a given triad of Loran-C stations, a table of TU values
is generated spanning the coverage reglon of the triad, and another
table is generated to the corresponding positions for the TU table.
When a set of TDs are received, a process of linear interpolation is
done between the two tables to find the actual position. This could
be done several times to increase the accuracy of the fix. Other ways
of relating received TU values to assumed TD values will be discussed
in Chapter III.C.
A non-iterative, or closed-form solution, calculates the pre-
sent position of the receiver by setting up a set of spherical
equations in such a way that the received TDs can be used as parame-
ters in these equations, then the equations are solved for the unknown
values representing the receiver's position. This is generally
complicated because spherical equations have angles as their argu-
ments, and relationships between position on a geocentric grid and
these spherical angles must be found. (trice this is done, the
equations are solved, generally with a computer, and the revolting
functions are related back to the geocentric grid to find the latitude
and longitude of the receiver corresponding to the received TUs.
B. _MajXiia of Conversion Methods. There are many specific
TD-to-position methods to choose from, and there may be several that
perform In a similar fashion. At leis point, several criteria will b.-
developed to select one for use in the microprocessor controlled navi-
gator unit.
The overall accuracy of any partLcular isethod is important;
some conversion methods are simple from a com putational point of view,
but suffer from poor accuracy and possible instabilities in their
calculation. For aircraft use, the conversion method should have an
accuracy of better than one kilometer; accuracies on the order of
0.1 na should be more typical. This assumes that the received TDs
correspond exactly to the actual position; then the TD.-to-position
conversion will converge to this point with a passible error of
0.1 nm. This confidence interval assures that a pilot will be able to
reach a given navigation fix or airport with good accuracy.
A second limiting factor on choosing a conversion method is how
much computational time will be required. For maritime use, where
craft velocities are low, computation times of one minute, or more,
are reasonable. However, for aviation purposes, a considerably faster
position computation is needed. Most general purpose microprocessors
on the market today, do not lend themselves very well to arithematic
calculations; typically, there are many involved calculations that
OF POOR QUALITY
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need to be made in a TU-to-position conversion. Thus, a conversion
aloorithm should involve a minimum of complex type mathematical calcu-
lations, particularly transcendental functions, so that the micropro-
cessor system can perform a TD-to-position conversion in less than one
second.
Finally, the size of the conversion algorithm needs to be con-
sidered. In most microprocessor applications, it is desirable to keep
the memory size low to avoid excessive power drain and other opera-
tional problems that can arise in large memory systems. Even on large
computer systems, a small conversion program is easier to store, and it
program that requires a small amount of memory L: easier to manage in
main storage and will often run faster for that reason alone.
C. An Algorithm for Kicrocotaputer_'Jse. Several possible
TD-to-position conversion methods will now be analyzed using the con-
cepts developed above. Iterative conversions are examined first.
As mentioned briefly in Chapter 111-1, after receiving a I.alr
of Loran-C time differences, it is necessary to compute the amount anal
direction in which the initial position should be adjusted. A pro-
perty of hyperbolic navigation systems is helpful in this problem
(Figure 3-3); referring again to the TD equation TD - S+A+TS=TM , it
can be seen that as the receiver is moved closer to the Twister
(farther from the secondary), T S will Increase and TM will decrease,
and the TD value for that master-secondary pair will Increase. Thus
if the difference between the assumed position and the measured T qs Ls
positive, the new estimate of position should be made closer to the
master station to increase the value of the calculated TI) and decrease
the result of the subtraction of the two TDs. This process is
illustrated in Figure 3-4.
Note that thla algorithm could take many iterations to reach an
acceptable estimate of actual position. The amount of position change
to be made with respect to the magnitude of the TU error must be care-
fully chosen for the chain and particular stations used. Depending on
the actual position relative to the Loran-C stations and any baseline
extensions between stations, this routine could suffer from a large
radius of convergence and poor convergence time.
Another method of calculating the actual position based on the
received TDs is to assume an initial reference point and calculate the
TDs at that point as before. Then the measured 'rDs are compared with
the TDs based on the assumed position. The assumed position is then
moved to a new position based on the magnitude and sign of the TD
error. This procedure differs from the previously discussed case In
that an attempt is made to relate TU errurs to position errurs; I.e. ,
the angle of the LOP passing through the eceiver position is broken
down to cartesian components and the TD etrur i g used as a weighting
factor along with the LOP components to calculate the new position.
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Figure 3-3. By Moving the Receiver Position (R) Closer to the Master (It')
Along the Master-Receiver Baseline, the Assumed TD May Be
Mode to More Nearly Correspond to the Received TD
Provided the Initial TD was too high.
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Figure 3 -4. A Method of Converting TDs to Position by Minimizing the
Comparison Error by Moving the Assumed Position Closer
to or Farther from the Master.
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This process is iterated until the TUs based on the adjusted position
agree with the measured TDs within an :acceptable range.
The mathematics of this algorithm will be more fully developed
at thl point. Referring to Figure 3-5, the tangent Lo the hyperbolic
LOP puy King through the receiver position is:
where 'YS
 and TM are the bearings, from true north, of the geodesic
arcs from the receiver to the secondary and master stations, respec-
tively. The tangent to the hyperbola also bisects the angle betweeii
the two arcs to the Loran-C stations, as shown in Figure 3-5. A rela-
tionship between TD error and position errur is found by considering a
vector whose magnitude is:
V - V
The north and east components of ! V I are [221 :
a - I (COSY - cos'YM) - -VsinT
Y I (sin`Y S
 - sinT	 - VCOSTSM
	(3-3)
The TD errors are calculated as follows:
6T  - TTA TOA
6T8
	 'r T8r08
	 (3-4)
where TTA and TTH are the TDs corresponding to the assumed posttion,
and TOn and T08 are the measured TUs (a position fix requires the use
of at least two secondary stations, resulting in two time difference
measurements). The new estimate of position is:
OF FG(.'n
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PA
A
Baseline A	 PA
M
°
Figure 3-5. Geometry o f hkuter (M), Secondary (A) and Receiver (It)
Position. The tangent to the LOP bisech the anglu
formed between the geodesic orc from the receiver to the
master and secondary.
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+2	 0 1 + --( STA Y ` - 6T B Y 1)
AX	 AXI + a ?aa0 (IT	 617- 6I'A - 6'CAnl)
	
•	 (3-y)
whe re
D	
alY2 - a2 Y l • V1V.`Sin('fSMA - 'C AB)	 ( 3-f,)
and the subscripts 1 and 2 refer W quantit ies aaxociated with secua-
dary stations A and B, respectively.
Analysis of this algorithm showed that it involves tairly
extensive calculations; as many iterations are required, the TU pre-
diction algorithm is called many times and can cause it severe time and
memory penalty.
For use in a navigation unit, once- it position fix teas heca
determined, succeeding fixes will he close to the preceding ones, a
fact which can simplify position fix c,alculaatlons. Many iterative
algorithms cannot sake use of this fact, since their first correction
may overshoot the actual position a ►nd nay be clung a direction which
is not coincident with the i><avigation track.
A computer progr.aaa developed by Lite Nnval Oceaaop;c.rphlc
Office 1231 uses a technique whereby a set of Loran-C TUs may be con-
verted to latitude :and longitude if a starting point close to the
actual position is known. This process uses the baseline lengtths to
Lilt st:at tons (expressed in microseconds) to set up a humogene • ous v^•t
of transcendental equations which are then solved for unknown correc-
tions applied to the initial position. If the initial position is
more than 10 to 20 kilometers from the actual ix)sition, cyclic xmhi-
guities arise in the solution to the set of equations, thus a series
of iterations on the initial position may be necessary before the
actual position may be de termined. This program will converge
directly on the correct position, thus eliminating the problem of
having a large radius of converge, common with the previously
discussed cases. Although this program has proven to be very accurate
for use on an IBM 370 1241, a considerable number of calculations are
necessary to obtain the solution. For use i •e a small computer, this:
would result in a large amount of memory for the calculations. The
solution is faster than the previous case; however, since only one
iteration is necessary once an initial point close to the actual
receiver position has been determined.
Several other iterative - tvps solutions are possible and hAve•
been Investigated. One set of conversion ►aethods in puart leular has
been developed which solves the TO-to-position on the transverse
Mercator xy grid and are fairly simple [25]. However, to use this, a
large set of conversion equations must be solved to convert from the
UTM (Universal Transverse Mercator) coordinates to the standard
lat/long coordinates, which involves the solution of many transcenden-
tal equations.
A non-iterative, explicit solution to the TD-to-position
problem has often been envisioned as an ideal substitute to the :above
algorithms. Explicit volutions are complicated by having to deal with
the non-spherical nature of the earth and also with the nun-constant
propagation properties of the Loran-C signals, as discussed in Chapter
11. These effects can be introduced as local correction quantities; in
the iterative solution once the iterated position becomes close to the
actual position. However, with explicit solutions, these corrections
must take the form of a general model which represents a large area.
Thus, an explicit solution can be simple if precise accuracy is not
necessary.
Non-iterative solutions may take several different forms,
however, most form a relation between the received time differences
and the corresponding distances from the receiver to the Loran-C
stations. From here, these distances and angles between baseline arcs
are used to form a final expression from which the receiver position
is found (26].
An excellent method for converting TDs to position coordinate~
in the form of latitude and longitude was presented by Razln [27] and
is presented here. Referring to Figure 3-6, the spherical arc angles
to the secondary stations are:
Xs	 ins	 X
Dys	 CIas + ^Y (3-7)
where:
P	 ( T - T ) - 0X	 x	 c x	
mx
vPy
 -	 (TY - Tc y ) - 0
( 3-8)
and v - vo/n, the velocity of light divided by the index of refraction
over the surface, R is the radius of
T are the measured time differences
r4spectively, and Tcx and Tc
 are th
tions X and Y, respectively. y. Notice
the sphere in Figure 3-6, T and
received for stations X andxY,
e secondary coding delays for sta-
that in this case, the measured
time differences are converted into spherical arc angles for the
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Figure 3-6. Geometry On a Sphere of a Loran-C Complex Con:.4tin!j
of Master (M), Secondary-X (X), Secondary-Y (Y) and
the Receiver (S). The 6's are orc angles measured at the
center of the sphere and the other angles orc spherical
angles.
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receiver baselines to the Loran-C stations. Now taking the cosine of
equation (3-7):
cosOxs M cosomxcosPx - sinOnssinPx
cosoys a cos0ascosPy - sinOWA s inPy (3-9)
From the properties of arc lengths on a sphere, these equations may
also be expressed as:
cosOxs W cosOmxcosOms + sinOmxsin0msc„aax
cos0ys M cosomycosOms + sinOmysinOmscosay
(3-10)
Equating equations (3-9) and (3-10) results in
cosPx - cosomx
CYnOma	
sinPx + sinOmxcosax
(3-11)
From Figure 3-6,
cosoy M cos(K-ax) - cosKcosax+sinKsinax 	(3-12)
and ax may be solved in teems of the known quantities:
u 3u 1 + u2 u^2Ti^ - u3-
cosB
x	------ ^- ----	 (3-13)
u  + u2
where:
u1 . axcosK-ay
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SinP	 rs ill P
_ x _	 y
"3 - ay 
sirrO
mx
	ax sLaOmy
( 3-14)
.^	
----- - ----x	 sinU-
mx
cos py - cosUmy
y	 sin0
my
Kipp
b -	 x-
x	 sin0
mx
The ,Ingle 0 M is found then by:
- 1 _ x
Om5 - tan	 b  + cosax
(3-15)
and equation (3-7) may be used to find Oxs and 0ys.
To find the latitude and longitude of the presenL ixwsltion, thy
spherical arc angles just calculated must be converted to spherLcal
latitude and longitude. This process is rather complicated, but Ow
results are a series of constants multiplied by the arc angles. T1 vsk-
constants need be computed once for each set of slat ions usUd .uid In1y
then be stured in the navigation computer. let D in , yx an,l .y he Ov-
latitudes of the master, secondary-x and secondary-y and 0 , y 0 arnt
co0 be the longitudes of the aster, seco^:dary-x and secondary-y. The
r9ceLver'S position is denoted by y and 0. The following relatlows o.
a sphere were developed by Feli [281
c060 xsinO x(cos^sin0) + c064 xcosU x(cos';;cos0) + sini;i xsili^ - cu,OxS
( 3- 10
cosm y sin0 y (cososin0) + costy ycos0 y(cusycosU) + sin^ ysi«m - .osuys
(3-17)
-.i4-
 A_^
cos^msinOm(cos4sin0) + cos^mcosOm(cospc0s0) + sinOmsiny - cos0Ins
( 3-18)
Thesc may be treated as three linear equations in Lhret- unknowns by
letting g-cos^sin0, f-cosocos0 and h- stay. T11e Soluttons of l.hese
equatfons are found by using Oxs, Oy b and O,as from equations (3-15),
(3-16) and (3-17). These are:
f - C 1 cosO
xs
 + C2cosOms
 + C 3cos0yb	(3--19)
g - C4COSO xs + C 5cosOms + C6cosOys 	( 3-20)
h - C7cos0xs + C8cos0ms
 + C9cos0ys 	(3-21)
The constants are:
C 1 
- (COSO SinOmsinmy - sinmmcos-p Sin0y) / U	 ORMINAL P CE i-
OF POOR QUALITY
C2 - (sino xcoxoysin0y - cosoxsinOxsin4„)/U
C3 • (cos0 xsia0xsin0x - sit.,bxcos0msin0m)/U
C4 - (si"mco" ycos0 y - Cos ymcoSOmsilgy)/U
C 5 - (cos^xcogOxsin^y - sin^xcos0ycos0y)/U
C6 - (sinm xcos^mCOSOm - eos^xcOSOxsinQM)/D
C7 - (cos#mcos#y)(cosOmsin0y - sinOmcosOy)/U
C8 - (coso xCORO y )(sillOxcos0y - cos0x81110y)/U
C^ - (cos* xcosom)(COSO xsin0m - sip
U- bill* xcof,^mcOs^y(COSOmsinOy
bin®IDCOSmxcOSoy(cosixsinQy
+ sinm ycos^ 
x 
cosy m ( cob!)xbinOm
10xcoti0m)/U	 (3-22)
- sinOmcohoV)
- sillo cusuyl
- sin0 coti0 )
	
(3-2"3)
x	 rn
-3 5-
^o - tall -1 (R tango)r ( 3-L 1)
oF^::;ra^^
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Then the latitude and longitude of present position i,:
m - sill - I h	 (3-14)
0 - tan-1
The conversion of the received
method is illustrated in Figure 3-7.
model of the earth to Lind the lat/lo
extending the treatment of converting
corresponding geocentric coordinates,
may be In^orporated.
TDb to posit ion us l Q8 1-his
This algorithm uses a spherical
ib of pre:: ent i.usition.	 Hy
the spherical arc angles to the
an elliptical model of the e:artla
Using the Clarke 1866 spheroid, the major radius of Lhe ea1-t:1
is R and the minor radius is r. Let Y o with latitude ^o and longltu-
tude 00 , be approximately in the center of the coverage area of the
master and two secondary stations. Then the center of the sphere
osculating at Yo (see Figure 3-8) is:
X - (R - ksin 2^ 0 + r2cus2^.) cos ^osln0o
Y - (R - R2 sia"0o + r 2cos ^o ) cos0ocos^o
Z - (r - R 3 R2 sin 2io + r 2cos 2^o ) sin^o 	(3-'26)
(Geodetic, or map latitude, is denoted by ^o while geocerntr;c latitude
by m. a Also let p be a point on the spheroid with latitude m and
longitude 0.
Its Cartesian coordinates are:
x - Rcus^sin0
y - Rcosmcos0
	 (3-Lei)
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Figure 3 -8. Mapping of Point P On the Clarke Ellipsoid
to An Osculating Sphere Whose Surface is
Tangent to the Point P.
_ _t,, _.
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0 ^ t:^u -1 ( ^ tangy
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Let p' be the imago of p wider than &-ij , Crow the spheruld to the si l ►erv.
Then the coordinates of p' are:
r c (x-X)	 r, (y-`')	 rC(s-'L)	 (:3-3^1)
L - ((X-X)) ` + (y- ,f) ` + (s-'L) L ) 111	 (3-31)
R "in l^^, - r`cels' del
	 (t- 3^)
^r _____-
The latitude and longitude of p' are:
sin -1(w-z^L
0	 t:ul l x-X
-y_y )
( 3-33)
To implement this, the above hrucedure Is done for each ul 01v
stat loins.	 in other words, letting; m,,. ,px , 0y ,
 OM , Ox and 0
	
be the
latitude and longitude of the master and two secondaries. tilers the
image of these on the sphere are calculated giving m'^ 0'^ S'. 0,
M	 x	 y	 In
0' end 0'	 Theme are then used to calculate the cons tants C l
 thruug1l
C^ am oefore.
With theme nine Constants and the CalCulated arc iliglott. the•
latitude and longitude must be mapped back onto Ole spheroid. 'ilie
result is:
O	
-1 ( g + C101gs	 tan	
+ C11^
-1	 h + C I
48m	 tan	 (C14sin0gs-+-C-	 (3-34)
t3
-3Y-
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	 (j_ 3 ,  )
mgs 
The other cunbtNntN. 
C10 through C 14 
ore:
C_0	
rc
Y
C 11	 rc
_ 'L
C 12	 rc
C 13 - C10
R	 ( 3-3b)
C 14 ' r
Note that the computation of the C-constants is dune 'once for
each triad of Loren-C stations and in the navigation computer; only
equations (3-7) through (3-20) are computed, and the C-constants are
then used as multiplicative parameters. A mR"rRAN-IV program imple-
menting the non-iterative TD-to-position procedure is shown in
Appendix I1. A FDKTRAN-IV program which calculates the C-constants
using equations (3-21) through (3-35) is given in Appendix IV. it coin
be seen that the TD-to-position program is fairly short and does not
involve very many complex calculations. Figure 3-9 shows a breakdown
of the mathematical operations used.
D. Di stance and Hearin Ankle Computations. Having present
position described in terms of latitude and longitude is of limited
value for the pilot since the pilot will often need to refer to n
chart or map to locate the present ix)sition relative w geographic
features or other navigation aids. It is more helpful to have the
present position given in terms of the range, or distance, and the
azimuth, or bearing angle, to or from a waypuint, which could be the
departure airport, the destination airport or some other reference
point along the aircraft's route. The pilot may wish to use several
different waypolnts and these would in turn be stored In the tutviga-
tion computer. Then, as the flight prugreases, the computer would use
the currently selected waypoint and the ix`west estimate of position to
compute the range and azimuth. A way of computing this was presented
in Chapter 11 for the development of computing Loran-C TUs given d
known position. An alternate method is presented here which is
simpler and better suited for these range and azimuth (also called
rho/theta) calculations. Referring to Figure 3-10, the coordinates of
w
`.L
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Figure 3-9. Breakdown of Mothemotical Operations and Variables
wed in Explicit Coordinate Converter Program.
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Figure 3-10. Geometry on Sphere Used for Range and (searing Angle
to Waypoint from Present Position Calculations.
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present position are denoted by m  and X R , and the coordinates of thv
waypoint are denoted by +w and 
'lw for the latitude and longitude,
respectively. The bearing angle to the waypoint is [29]:
mR + mw
-1 F(xl - )'w) cos(--Z --) 1
^^ - tun	
--_------ —
I_	 ^w	 alt	 -	 ( 3-37)
and the range to the waypoint is:
+	 ,^	 1/ 2
SRD - R ( a R - .1w)cos(±K f` w)2 + (ow - ^R)`
( 3-38)
where R is the radius of curvature of the earth. This may be computed
for the mid-region of the coverage for the particular Loran-C stations
used and stored as a constant. After choosing the midpoint of the
coverage region, R is found by:
a 2 sin 2 mmn + b 2 Cos 2Omn
R -
	
---
b	 (3-39)
where a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor radii of the reference
ellipsoid and +an is the latitude of the mid-point.
E. Pro ca
-
m for Coordinate Conversions. Table 3-1 lists trade-
— ^- ------- --	 --
off considerations	 ion methods. The non-
iterative TD-to-position procedure outlined in Section C was found to
be the most suitable of any for application to a micruprocessor-based
coordinate converter. As already mentioned, the most complex calcula-
tions, involving the C-constants, may be carried out on a central com-
puter. Then the resulting C-constants are transferred to the
microprocessor system. For any given triad of Loran-C stations, the
same C-constants ara used regardless of the aircraft's position.
The ellipsoidal model gives better results than the spherical
model, as might be expected. The degree to which the ellipsoidal model
does better depends on the choice of Po in equation (3-25). This
should be chosen to be in the center of the coverage region of the
triad. This is most simply dcne by averaging the latitudes and longi-
tudes of the master and two secondary stations. This average latitude
and longitude is then used for Pu.
The direct TD-to-position algorithm described in Section C was
tented for accuracy and to determine if it exhibits any singularities,
1
' ►•U-L%)-1'obIL tun
Method
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1LeraLlve method of
adjusting position
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TU comparison orror.
UIruct ollu-1Ler..liOil
►olution for assumod
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actual position.
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or puLnls where convergence was poor. The results of this Last .art,
shown in Figure 3-11, which shows randomly selected points along; with
their corresponding TUs, which were calculated using a program devel-
oped by the Naval Oceanographic Office, and the calculated position
determined by the direct algorithm using the progrdu in Appendix 11.
Two tusts were conducted; one using a spherical approximation of the
earth and the other using an ellipsoidal approximation of the earth.
As can be seen, the ellipsoidal version gives more Accurate solutions
and the solutions tend to show smooth deviations from the correct
values, as shown in Figure 3-12. Also, as evident by standard
deviations, the spherical approximation shows sharper deviations from
the normal errors expected.
It Lk quite evident that the ellipsoidal modal gives better
performance than the spherical model. The two models were run using;
FORTKAN-IV programs of the type shown in Appendix II on an IBM
370/158. The programs used approximately 1300 byt ,_s of memory and
executed in 0.02 seconds.
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Chain 10-9960, Tria(;-M-Y, M-Z (Senecd, Curollna Uvach, Ulna)
Kanbe < 50 nm
-	
- ----
	 ----- ----` ---
	
----w
Control Values
	 -'Co n► 	 14r,;ucuter
	l lK
LAT/	 rUX/	 KNG/	 LAT/ LONG	 1tN(:/ 
I$K1
 LA'1'/ LONG l KNU/ d1W
LONG	 TUY	 BKG.	 (SNHKKOiU) E KKOK	 (ELLINSUiU)I LKKOK
	
39 0 0 42511.78	 35.5 18 59 28.19	 38.81 39U 1711	 i.z1 --
	^0 U 0 57694.23	 71.7 79 59 8.97	 51.03 80 U 1.76	 1.76
	
39 SU 0 42802.08	 39.1 39 29 18.75	 41.25 39 29 59.01	 0.99
	
80 30 0 57590.86	 16.7 8029 14.35	 45.65 80 29 59.89	 0.11
	39 0 0 42436.48	 36.3 38 `9 26.11	 33.89 39 U 1.41	 1.43
	
81 30 0 57006.86 282.1 81 29 25.56 	 34.44 81 19 52.20	 7.6U
	
38 0 U 41339.48	 53.9 37 59 44.45	 15.55 36 U 5.82	 5.82
	
81 0 0 57049.17 193.1 80 59 24.07	 35.93 8U 59 51.20	 2.80
avurdga errur	 0.75 nm	 0.06 no
standard deviation	 0.16 ►wl	 0.05 lull
50 < Mange < 15U ma
41 U0 4376u-!i5 -127.. C a0^tUsl-5u i
80 3U 0 57984.40 4.9 80 29 11.61 48.39 80 3U 0.w
40 0 0 42971.44 89.2 39 59 7.76 52.24 39 59 57.9
82 0 0 56966.91 319.5 81 59 32.53 27.47 61 59 53.6
39 U 0 42356.71 152.7 38 59 21.82 36.18 39 U 2.7
84 0 0 55769.31 273.8 84 U 1.98 1.98 b3 59 43.91
38 U 0 41861.78 118.7 31 59 41.16 16.84 38 U t,.4
83 0 0 56157.62 244.4 82 59 51.60 8.40 d2 59 48.5
37 U 0 41225.11 113. ► 37 U 1.54 1.54 37 U W.
81 0 0 56896.70 186.3 80 59 26.44 33.56 bU 59 56.8
37 30 0 41504.07 101.3 37 29 54.73 5.27 37 3U 7.7
79 30 0 57561.40 144.2 79 29 5.51 54.49 79 3U 2.6^
40 0 0 43361.71 144.2 39 59 12.7U 47.3U 39 59 56.2
78 U 0 58808.94 61.2 77 513.40.29 1 19.71 78 0 10.0
36 30 0 42267.50 130.8 36
78 0 0 58344.5'2 99.1 71
average error
standard deviation
Figure 3- 11. Test Kesults of Uplicit Coordinate Converter Yr-;;raw
Usinb Both Spherical and kU lipsoidal Earth Modeia,.
29 38.25 21.75 3038 3 .19 3.19
58 43.81 1	 16.19 78	 U 8.84 6.64	 `I
0.84 nm (spherical) 0.15 nm(ellipaioldul)
0.37 no► 	 (spherical) 0.04 nm(elllpeuidul)
S	 1,.`i2
2.09
1	 6.31
16.04
1	 (,.4'j
1	 11.48
1	 lU.h(1
l	 '1.19
>	 1.75
► 	 2.h4
l	 1.79
i	 1U.05
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85 U 27.74	 X7.74
34 3U 43.23 43.23
80 59 30.39 29.61
38 29 36.96 1.3.02
74 58 6.13 1	 53.87
42 58 2.61 1	 57.39
81 59 24.07 35.93
84 59 39.62
34 3U 22.9b
80 59 56.21
38 3U 3.35
15 U 14.06
42 59 49.84
81 59 54.84
to:n/
2U.')tS
'12.96
1. ,1
14.06
0).ln
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15U < KAnl;c < 3UU nm
35 V-6 , 407f 1.2y s69.6
85 U 0 55394.47 222.6
34 30 0 39907.81 262.5
81 0 0 56645.87 182.8
38 30 0 42436.63 '270.7
75 U 0 59149.22 93.0
43 0 0 44322.59 253.8
82 C 0 57669.90 347.4
ovura8e error	 1.23 nw(spherlcul) 	 0.30 lun(el l 1pbuldn l)
ML-Andard deviation	 0.66 ma(spherical)	 0.13 I1W(ell tpliulda l )
Figure 3-11. ConCinued.
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Figure 3-12. General Relationship of Conversion Errori to Distance from Control
Point. The top number in each circle is the spherical moor) error,
and the bottom number is the ellipsoidal model error.
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IV.	 THE M1CKOWMNUTI!K S YSftM	 OF pCO R Q0AL1Y
This chapter will detail the process of running the direct Tl ►-
co-position program described in the last chapter on d micrc l> rr.)cesXor-
based systew. A description of the microprocessor system to be used
will be given along with the necessary additional hardware required.
Also, special software problems unique to this process will he
discussed. Finally, results will be given showing how well the coor-
dinate conversion program works and 1ww well It can he used with a
Loran-C software -based sensor processor receiver in a gener a l Avi a L ioli
environment.
Most popular mic:processors on the market cunLain an Accumula-
tion register (accumulator) which is eight bits wide. All dates pro-
ces ► ing, then, takes place on eight-bit words. Theca, proeeRsurs
contain: other registers; for instance, most have a 16-bi register
which drives the processor's address bus to fetch ir.atruccions and
data, there are usually several reglsterr; internal to the processor
which can be used for scratch pad purposes in calculations or as
indices to an address, and there is usually a register fur lnuicxtinL
the status of the processor at any given time. Most processors are
not suited to doing arithmetic work such are multi-precL lion addition,
subtrNction, multiplication and division when onl y eight-bit words can
be handfed at one time. Because of the range of ntunhers involved In
the calculations In the coordinate converter, it is necessary to use
floating-point numbers; arithmetic computations on these can be rather
comple c.
A microprucessor which has been used previously in I.o:,an-C
development work aL Ohio University is the MOS Technul ,.)gy MOS6502; the
Internal arcliitecture of this microprocessor is shown in Figure 4-1.
This microprocessor cona.sts :° cone accumulator where arithmetic and
logical result% are collected, two right-bit index registers, one
eight-bit stack pointer, a six-bit flag or statub reglste- and a
program counter 1301. Figure 4-2 is a li%L of instructlone ..nd
addressing soodr_s for the 65 1 2 1311. The software development vuppert
for 0116 system includes a symbolic assembler 1321 and n simulator
both of which re.lde on the IbA 370/158 at Ohio University. Most of
the microprocessor work done ar Ohio University was dune on a Super
Jolt microcomputer, shown schemat,(^11y in Figure 4-3.
A. Desi^n^Considerations. The coordinate converter algorithm
described ittt^e laic chapter was written In MwrKAN	 for tebLing
and evaluation. In order to run the coordinate converter on the Super
Jolt, it is necessary to coaverr the FORTRAN-IV program statements to
assembly language statements which the 6502 can then run after Lite
statements have been assembled. '.ere main problem to he solved is
doing this is the mathematical operations which must be perfurmed.
A table is set aside to memory which contains various numbers used as
constants and n'.so numbers used for intermediate calculations. As was
men , loned, it is necessary to use a floating-point forrmt for repre-
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Figure 4-1. Internal Architecture of MOS6502 Microprocessor.
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segLini; the nurnb.!rs since the numerical range is .illproxlmatety I0-1
10 , appruxLtaately 13 orders of magnitude. The software Lo ,I„
floaLLng-puLnt arithmetic on a microprocessor uses a large .unounL of
memory and can take several millisecond~ to do a fI oat Lrt); -point
lnul t Lpl Lcat ion if Lite dl f Terence toetween Lhv range of numbers is
la rge .
The ,unount of memory Lit rtn>sL small microprocessor systems Is	 1
limited, especially for applications requiring much ar[Lhtn,•Lic. pro- ;
ceasing and Interfacing to other devices. The ml, • roproces!cor sytiLom
used at Ohio University for Wran-C developmenL w<,rk has I Lv,- kl lo-
bytes of read/write memory available and provisions for addin;; in„ro
memory, either read/write or wrroanent type. To cut down sLze .slid
cost, It is desirable to place the coordinate converter uonLrol
program in a 2048 byte erasable, read-only memory (EPROM) and use s
approximately 500 bytes, or less, of read/write memory for scratch pad
calculations, storage of computed results, ana transfers of data to
and from the sensor-prucessor. This represents :a pr.actLcal requirt..-
ment from the sense of designing and building such a sysLem.
As part of the project, a peripheral mathematics processor was
used to do tlae w-cessary floating-point calculations. This device Is
the Am9511 by Advanced Micro Devices and Is shown fit 	 4-4. This
device is designed to be used on ;..:croprocessor systems which use an
eight-bit data bus.	 it can handle 16-bit and 32-bLt fixed I„,lnL
arithmetic and 32-hit floating point aritltmetic. 	 Figure 4-5 is a tI;L
of LnsLruct Luna for Lite Am951IA.
The input to the coordinate converter comes from a l.nr:an-C sen-
sor routine which run g In the same microprocessor system [331. The
output of the coordinate converter consists of the computed lat/long
for Lite received TDs and the range and bearing to the selected
waypulnt. These values are display-1 on a video display mil  von-
nected L„ the microprocessor sysLen 	 .41. These computed valises,
Zlont; wLLlt Lite ri—elved "rl)s are also r,_corded on a d.aLa racurding uniL
which IN Lnterfaced to the microprocessor system. The overall schuikic
of the microcomputer system used for Lite coordinate converter is shown
Ln Figure 4-6.
H. System for Coordinate G)nversiort, 	 In order to Interface
the Nn9511A to the Jolt tslerocumputer system, it was necessary Lo add
additional hardware Lo t l 'z Jolt to handle device ~election and data
transfer, nad also to write a set of subroutines Lit assembly langkiabe
to handle the transfer of data In user memory Lo the 9511 and vice
vec.sa, to command the 9511 to perform a function a.id to check the sta-
tus of the 9511. Since the 9511 we.s designed to interface mriinly with
the 8080, 8085 .and %80 family of microprocessors, which use a dif
fereat method of handling data transfers and itaonitorLng of peripheral
devices, an M6820 peripheral Interface adapter (PIA) was used for Lite
hand-s'taking. The method of doing, this is illustrated In Ft;;ury 4-7.
The M6820 consists of two eight-bit ports and several other regLsLors
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Figure 4-7. Schematic Diogrom of Microcomputer Interface to Y^l 1
Designed for TD-to-position Computation System.
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ost'tl to OiLerL.Icv Lea Ix'riplker.11 dt-vict-s	 is shown itl I'1`'tlrt' 4-3 ( I'll .
Sido A of the PIA ih tlsod to tr.tnsler eight. hits of -LIL•t ht'lwt-t•n lltt
9511 And Llw uktcroprocessor sy.lem.
	 Various porLs on side It arc ust.I
LO set And read 1/0 lineh oil 	 9511 for readlny d.l t.t, writing; d,it .l,
st:It 1 cting lnLeroaI regIsLers in I.Iic ()')I I, talc.
	 'I'11e irtlerrupl
tt • r. oil Lilt, 1 ,16820 a,rt' uht'd by lilt' 4`,I1 to lndlt'tt y when lilt' 9511 Ibtt.
roads' vl l ld dat.t available to the microprucessor and whit-ii Lilt- 9511 his
completed exerot ton of .1 command.
The nt'KL part of the lnterl•Icln t; Lo the 9511 is the dovrlopint-nt
of .1 sL.iotlard set of prugr.uns (subrotit lnrs) which art• usvii to tnl-
ti.liti•e Ole hardware interface and the 9511, to write, or lo.kti a
sln;;lt f loot tag-polnt (32 -hit) nuanhor, Cu re.kd or unlo.kd a f lo :kt lny-
oolttt (32-hlC) number, to send tit el•tht-bit word Lo tike 9511 roprt--
sent log it command to be exec uteri, .intl Lo read the 9511 olghl -bit
staLus register. Figure 4-9 gives it stkrokkkary of the necessary pruce-
dures Co do the Items hated above. It is desired [o make thehe
suhrnutltnes complote to the potnL whertr the inkin pnly,r.un cttn specify .1
polnter Lo a I>,trL icular numher or spec ify a part Lett Iar uperal, loll Lo Ik.
executed -Ind then call the appropriate subroutine to do Lhe function
and return when Che operation is completed. To this end, an area of
storage In read/write memory is reserved for slorind all numbers Which
will eventually be passed to tknd from Lilt- 9511.	 The prase :kddrtiss
^bebinning of Cable ,address) is stored aL an address Lo which the
subroutines have colnnion access, Olen all the• number-. are reference-d by
a single eight-bit offset from the base address. Since each number
occupies 32 bits, or fuur hyLes, to nieanory, 64 number, can tx- stored
by Chi p; procedure.	 It more Chan 64 numbers roust he -.Cored, Chen .1
second nkunhor Lahle and it different base address mo%L Ix. set up.
Figure 4-10 shows a set of flow diagrains to illustrtLe the
logic flow of a set of standard subruutlnew Lo do Like processes pre-
vlously dlsrussed.	 'llkt' first, cHlled "PINT," initl:ilii^eh the MINIUl
VIA, which conslsLs of sk!LLLng the d.kt.t porLs Lo either Lnput•, or ool-
put^, is required, and sett lab tit) Like lnLorrupL roelst.ors, Lilco tht-
crnitrol lines Lo Lhe 9511 .ire deselected so 01.1t the 9511 will not
respond L . e lnvaU4 diLi durinK the LnitialiY.aL101t period. 	 Also
Lticluded tit 	 subrtauLine Is a secliort which moves a sol.	 onst.utl
stored In Lhe permanent tsemory Lo Lilt' read/wriLe numher Lable .Ill inl-
L Lil i ct-s -kit .tro-1 oI nt' rkury u,.'d tut' vldt-o t:ispl.ty work.
SubruuL Inc- "PUSiC is used Lo copy a fuur-byLv numher imam
r y td/wriLe winury u.lto like stack of Lilt- 9511.	 The Y-reglsLer coot,tios
tllr el3ht-bit aftset from the base address of the number Lable for Like
numher Lu VW coj)ted.	 In this case, tour individual tr/nsfers irt,
made, since the number is 32-bits long; and only eight hits ure Lr./rkh-
terred at ,/ Cline.	 The numher Which is copied appears at Like Cup of
Lilt- stick in the 9511 and any u[her numbers stored oil Lilt , Mack .Irt.
,m)vcd itit- Oter dttwu Ill Like s Lac k by unt- IocaL ion.	 '1110 dumber .Lurvd it
Like het tom of sC.+ck is lo-it.
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Uper.lPitt ellL r 
1	 . 1'1.Icc	 IcasL	 slLl%il 1CIInL	 by Lc	 4m	 ILIL•1	 (1111..
Z. ScL	 (./U	 luw.
1. SUL	 CS	 luw.
4. Set
	
WK	 low.	 P.Ause	 will	 I)CCollle	 luw.
5. Nause	 rcL„rn ► high.
1	 b. tint	 WK	 high-data,	 C/U,	 CS	 nwy	 Lhen	 cll.11l^;..
7. KcpedL	 above	 six	 Lo writ.:	 enLlre	 32-biL	 nuulhcr.
UaL.I	 rclnuva 1
1. Set C/U low.
Z Set CS low.
3, Set	 KD low.	 Nauss	 becomes	 low.
4. Yausc	 returns	 high -	 dd L,l	 is	 Lhen	 aval table,	 mur,l	 .l;;nlI 1 -
cdnt	 first._byLe
S. SeL	 KU	 high	 -	 CS,	 K /U,	 J.IL.1	 1161y	 Lhcn	 cll.lul;l .
b. KepcaL	 above	 live	 Lu	 read enLirc S2-blL	 Ilumbur.
Colma.ind 111itiaLW11
1. Place cumnand by Le un daLa but:.
2. Set C/U high.
3. EXCCUte 61.ep6 3-b of uperand elltry.
4. ENU output remains low unL L l CuIrmllall ' cumpleLes.
SLaLu6 cuad
1. SCL C/U high.
2. EXCCULe sLepr 2-5 ul data rumuval.
3. Status byte is available on bus.
Figure 4-9. Summary of Steps to Communicote to 9511.
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. A
Set RD and
C D I ow
of t for pause to
go high
Transfer 8-bits
from 9511 via PIA
side-A
Sit %D high
Decrement count
N.
Cour,F - 07
END
Figure 4-10. Logic Flow Diugrurn;
Illustratin U :,tcN:
Control Pru(rum
Executes to Communi-
cate With 9.)l I.
ORIGINAL PAGE
PINT OF POOR QUALITY
Clear Interrupts Set PIA side-A to
— outputs
Set intcrrup^
and control
bits in 6820 Scat count of
Foul
Set I/O direc- LocxJ 8 bits
rions in 6320 of number:
Disable 9511 FS^cnd to'95I 1 vi 
PIA site-A
Iritiolize RAM Set W R and C/D low onlocations for
scratch-pod use 9511 via PIA side-B
END Set W K high on
9_,l 1
Dccrcmunt count
POP NO Count = 0'?
Set PIA Side-A
to Inputs END
Set Count of
Four
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ORIGINAL PAGE 13
CMND	
OF POOR QUALITY
SE1 NIA SIDE-A
TO OUTPUTS
SEND 8-BIT COMMAND TO
9511 VIA NIA SIDE-A
SET C/D HIGH,
W R LOW
WAIT FOR END
TO COME HIGH
SET NIA SIDE-A
TO INPU(S
SET C/D HIGH,
kD LOW
WAIT FOR PAUSE
TO COME HIGH
GET U-41T STATUS F ROM
9511 VIA PIA SIDE-A
DISABLE Y511
Figure 4-10. Cont;nuee.
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Suhrou[tne "NUN" is used Lu du the oppuSILe of Lhe above; a
32-bit numher is removed from Lite top of stack Lri the 9511 and 111,14•41
in storage. The addr•:ss where Like number is stored IS IoutoLed Lu by
the Y-register offset relative to the hale address. 	 After Lills oper.I-
tiun 1:4 coksplete, the number Lilat was aL Like top of Slack Li lost .aid
any other numhers in the stack are Incremented up by one Ilosltton.
This subroutine incorporates a test of the pause output of the 9511
before Loading data. over the data huff. In some instances, It may Lake
Like 9511 several micrusecoadi to present tike data; when the data is
available, an interrupt bit in Like 1 1 1A is set.	 This is not rievess•Iry
Cur writing data, however.
Subroutine "CMNU" is used to Corknkand the 9511 to perform i
given function, the fu,ictlun code Is cuntaLned Ln Like .;ccuwul.kLor.
After tike 9511 has accepted the command, it tmme•1laLely tH!eIns cxeuu-
Lion of that command. During [hia time, its status register will
indicate tl ►at It is busy; when the coin--kand has fLnished execuilon, the
status line will Net an interrupt bit in the PIA. The suhrouLitiv
loops until this hit is set before returning to Lite iiln progr • u; thus,
on return, the fun,-Ion will. be completed and the iwiLn progr.un need
not elieck for c01Vpletc-1.
As 1>:irL of tike "CMND" subroutine, a check is m:kde of the i;L•iLiI^;
register to determine the final outcome of the completed conunand.
This may consist of an errs in processing N!causu of division by
Zeal, an input number out of range, etc. The return code Lx reLurned
in Lite accumulator for CurLher prucessln lr by Lite main pr,%r.un.
Other subrout tnek: are necessary Cur Lhe convers ion of Lin •ry
curie(I declinal (BCI)) input data represent ing the time dl f terui+ • _rk: Lt)
the Internal floating-point format used by the 9511 and froks
point to BCD for displaying the final results. One of the c.,rin,rjs
available with the 9511 is :,)ne for converting a fixed-point (:ntisger)
number to floating-poLnL. The fixed-point number muw;_ he In bin.Iry
and It is nut possible to represent a friicllon ustny; this coininand.
The time differences from the receiver are In base 10 in unit; of
microseconds with a stny,le digit representing a fraction of a microse-
cond, for example, 42594.2. The two LLme differences are stured at a
cerLatn location in memory by the receiver and are In picked formal;
i.e., two digits occupy one byte of memory. Before Lhe TD-Lo-posttion
c.ilculat tons may be performed, these two TUs must be converted to
hinary, then to tloating point.	 In the microcomputer program, this I-.
done by treating each TU without regard to the the decimal point; Like
actual binary TD is multLplleC by 10, the correct TL) is obtained by
multiplying by 10-7 to bet [hem to m:,:rzkseconds.
Vic pcocesn of converting i bare 10 numher to hin.try is
ilbi%Lrated In Figure 4-11. 	 This is dune by starling with the nr,nc
s Lgn i t lc.ulL d 16 L r_ (MSU) o f Like Ni se 10 number and adding; it L,, •+
regl:Ler Liken performing a *otaarj fault ipltcaLton by 10. 	 In this way,
each digit position of the base 10 number is converted to binary by
JRIGGRAL
	 r:_ ► F:
OF POUR QUALITY
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Set Up Index to Point to
Most Significant Digit of
Decimal Number
Clear Register
Fiqu •e 4-11. Method of Convert n,j Lxcimul (KU) Nurr-Lc,
to Bincry and Example.
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1: x.ltq,ll,•
Ilt:ll	 IIIU,IIIt' i	 -	 I I M I
ruI -,isLt'i t:U11L,',1Lh ll
1	 . l;r L	 .'til l -	 1
_. .1%1-1	 Lu	 Cc,'.inLrl • -	 I
► , mult 111 L rt'j;i,.Lof	 Ily Iu	 -	 A	 k lit ,
 x)
`t .ltltl	 Ilt'xL t1 Lj',IL -	 I ) (I it , x)
J , 111th l 1 lily by	 10 -	 111 •. ( li t - x )
U, .ltltl	 I It' ItL ,II j',lt -	 t.1, 111 t'x)
1. cult 1I) 1 by	 I11 -	 Ilu. ( !Iv x)
H. add Liu -	 1 Itu	 (11ex)
^^. ylu1+	 - lull kilt-K)
V 1Hurr 4- 1 1 .	 CmIL ► 11,1.'.1
-V:1-
4-L
Lite moltLplLcatLon and added to a partial stint to forty Like final.
answer.
The binary multiplication is performed by a process cal Led
booth's algorithm [36]. This Ls also applicable 'or binary division,
is used at the end of Lite mlcrocomptlLor coordlttate cnnverler prugr.un.
In this algorithm, the multiplicand is stored in successive: locations
in memory and the multiplier is stored in the accumulator. The
multiplier (in binary) represents a string of zeros and otues; the
number of Iterations through the multiplication loop is set by Lite
length of the accumulator, in this case, eight. With each Lter: ► L ion,
a residue table (initially set to zera) is rotated left, the bit
shifted out of the left, reenters oil 	 right.	 Also, the hit.-; ill
'accumulator are shifted left, when a one is shifted out, Lite multipLL-
cand is added to the residue, if a zero is shifted out, no addiitg
occurs. This is illustrated in Figure 4-12. This process is very
similar Lo the way multiplication would be handled with decimal
numbers; as the residue is shifted lefL, Lt is eflectLvely iticr.-.t.ed
by a power of two. When a one is encountered, the multiplicand Ls
then added to the partial sum.
When the coordinate conversior. process is completed, the
resul=Lng latitude and longitude of present position and the range : ► nil
bearing to the waypolnt are in the binary floating-point format gild
must then be converted Lo BCD for display and use by Llte I,orai ► -C sen-
sor program_ if they are to be stored on tape of processed further. For
the latltude and longitude, the coordinates tnuFt be converted fLrsL
from radians to degrees, then broken down Lo the standard degreee >s,
minutes, Seconds format.	 This is clone by taking the integer pai-L of
the coord Lttat,- ;knd sLG,rlug LL as the degree part, Chen suhLracL ink; Lhi-
integer tiom the original coordinate and multiplying by 60 Lo obtain
the m, wtes part. Doing this a second time yields the seconds parL.
Most of this work in done by using ne float-to f lx and f Lx- to -f to> ► t
commands ill 	 9511.
The binary to BCD conversion is done by Caking the hinary
numhOr . ►►id performing a binary dlvislnn by ten. This yields a
quoLLent and a remainder, the retnaincler is the c. ► rrespouding dechn.11
digit of the new base 10 number, work Lag from LSD to MSD. The
quotLent Ls then divided by 10 again to yield the next decimal digit.
This is continued for a number of LteraLiot.^ corresponding to the
number of bits in the original base 2 number. The subroutines which
perform these functions appear near Like end of the program listing in
Appendix IV.
The Loran-C coordinate -onverter program was designed to run on
the Super Jolt microcomputer a ng with another control program which
operated softwata aided loops that lock onto the Lorati-C pulses and
compute the corresponding time differences. The executive program in
this also operates Interfacing to a video disrlay and a data rt!corder.
Certain addresses in page zero (0000 hex to OOFF hex) of the MCS6502
OF POOii QUALITY
e.
ORIGINAL PA'G1; "j
OF POOR QUALITY
CLEAR RESIDUE RLC.ISTER
LOAD MULTIPLIER REGISTER
SET COUNI OF 8
— — — --y—
ROTATE RESIDUE LEFT
(MULTIPLY BY TWO)
SHIFT MULTIPLIER LEFT
ONE BIT
YES 1ZERO SHIFTED OUT
NO
ADD MULTIPLICAND TO
RESIDUE
DLCiOUNI
NO
0?
S
FlUurc 4-12. Pro ,-c:i of Binory Multiplicutiu{i.
memory scliemt: .tre reserved fur data communLcation beLwve t Lit
sensor progrAm and the coordinate- converter prugr.itn. 	 11 e-"!	 .ndi-
cated on the IF rsL few pages of the program list bie, in Appendix 1V.
These locatton g are used to puss the two tune differenrrti Lo Lite coor-
dioato converter aad to recrlve the nuhtieelueaL L.aLiludc, Lori?;ILudt•,
rango .ind bearing.
	
All of Lhese ;ire slured ag packed IICu nuwhor,.
The complete microprocessor progr.run for Lhc coo r.linriLe convtrr-
sion LS shown in Appendix V and occupies 2045 Uytvs of FPROM. 'ilte
pro t;r.im also uses one-half kilobytes of read/write nK e entery for scr.tt:lt pad
t•.alculations.	 Figure 4-13 shuws ;t photogr.iph of Lite ronlr,,L IIArtlw.trt'
lnc: otl I n}; the Am951 I, the 6820 PIA, a ~part • EPROM and assoc i-lLod
in erfdcing components.	 This board ploys into the I,e^r.tn-C dt vclo l tmvu-
tal rr.l'eLVer, ;huwn in Fi;tire 4 - 14.	 'Mi. tutit was Ltrslc , ool- h oil Llit,
bench and in several flight checks, which are reported in Lite ncxl
chapter.
As an aid to preparing the coordinate converter software, a
service prugr;am was wrLLLen for use on the IHM 370 to allow h.ise 11)
numhers Lo be typed in from the user's terminal, and Lhen coravorlcd Lo
the equivalent binary floating -point otimber for Lhe 9511 .tnd displayed
on the tisor's terminal.	 The prugrain UsLitag for Lit!!: .tppu.tr.s in
Appendix VI.
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V.	 TESTS ON MICKOCOMPUTER SYSTEM 	 OF POOR QUALITY
Details of the development of the Loran-C coordinate converter
and the microprocessor system have been given. Following is a verLfi-
cation of the performance capabilities of Lhe coordinate converLer
sysLem. This consists of tests run to determine the accuracy c.
the process and the suitability of the system to used in an aircraft
environment for navigation.
The microcomputer coordinate converter was placed on one 2710
erasable, prograunable, read-only memory (EPROM) chip. This EPROM has
capacity for 2048 bytes of data; the coordinate converter occupies
2045 bytes. With the Am9511A running at a clock speed of 1 MHz, a
complete conversion requires 0.18 second to complete. (The maximum
clock speed on the 9511 is 2 MHz and data transfer between the 9511
and the central processor is asynchronous, thus computation throughput
could be doubled by running the 9511 at 2 MHz while keeping the 6502
central processor at 1 MHz.) The total memory reyuLrements for the
coordinate converter are: 2045 bytes of permanent (EPROM) storage for
the control program and constant numbers, 37 bytes of page-zero
storage for temporary variables and flags and communication to the
Loran-C sensor program, and 120 bytes of general read/write storage
for results of intermediate calculations.
Testing of the coordinate converter consisted of checking
repeatability, ability to compute correct position given the time
differences: of a known point, and a check for any singularitLes or Len-
dencies to converge on the wrong result. Checking of repeatability
consisted of using the eame time difference readings as input and
determining if the coordinate converter gave the same answer each
time. In all cases, given a particular TD reading, the coordinate
converter yielded the same answer regardless of when the test was
done. Thus, the evidence indicates casual environmental factors had
no influence on the consistency or computational time of a solution.
A. Testing, With Pre-Determined Points. Accuracy checks were
accomplisheT-F-y—picl:ing random locations in [he Loran-C coverage
region for a given triad and computing the corro• s)onding TD reading:
for Llsat triad of stations. These TDs were the + used as input to the
coordinate converter and the results were compared with the original
position coordinates. These are shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2. Figure
5-1 are th,i results obtained using an early version of the program
which employed a spherical earth model, while Figure 5-2 shows the
results of the latest version which uses an ellipsoidal earth model.
In both cases, the center point used in the TD-to-position calcula-
tions was chosen to be the center of the Loran-C triad used. This is
done by finding the average latitude and longitude of the roaster and
the two selected secondary utations used. Comparing the two results
shows that with the spherical appruxisnation, errurs tend Lo increase
sharply as the distance from the center point increases beyond 150
nautical miles. In the elliptical. case, the errors are much smaller
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TUs
	 Lat. (N) / Lone.. (W)
	
Kng (nm. ) / brig +: (del;.. )
Y-L
	 Actual	 Measured
	
Actual Measured
42416.1 30 U U 39 U 2U 19.9 19.6
56765.7 82 0 U 81 59 5U 346.6 345.9
42891.9 40 0 0 4U 0 9 58.2 58.3
56446.5 83 1) U 83 U 4 134.0 134.4
42971.4 40 U U 4U 0 6 40.8 41.0
56966.9 82 0 0 81 59 53 186.5 18b.6
42382.2 39 0 0 39 0 22 46.3 46.0
56272.6 83 0 0 83 0 0 64.9 65.6
42162.8 38 30 0 38 30 23 89.7 89.6
57362.0 80 30 0 80 29 33 303.9 303.1
41924.7 38 0 0 38 0 51 199.7 199.1
54840.5 86 0 0 86 U 11 65.3 66.8
40978.1 36 0 0 36 1 26 218.7 217.6
55686.7 44 0 0 84 0 0 23.8 24.5
43947.6 42 0 0 41 59 52 160.6 160.6
57449.3 82 0 0 82 0 1 181.6 181.6
40294.2 35 U 0 35 1 42 259.1 257.8
56354.4 82 0 0 81 59 46 359.0 358.9
41150.5 37 0 0 37 J 45 202.2 201.9
57642.7 79 0 U 78 59 17 314.5 313.3
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STA'ris 1cs
Lat.: mean error - 35.6", stan. dev	 35.5", max - P 42"
Long: paean error - -b.5", stan. dev. - 16.1", max. - 43"
Ranges: dean error - -0.37 nm., Stan. dev. - 0.5 ma., max. - 1.3 t .
Bearing. mean error - 0.06 , stern. Juv. - 0.81 , max. - 1.5
Waypoint: UippinLer Labs; 39 19 22.6 N, 82 5 58.4 W
Figure 5-1. Test of Microcomputer Coordinate Converter
with Spherical Mod--l.
.-
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Chain W-9960, Triad-l4-Y, t4-Z (Seuuc+, Car lin .► lhoacll, u.,u.i)
Kanto < 50 no
^olllru l 	 Val Ul!ti C.11	 U1aLe41	 Vul Ul`1
LAW TDX/ KNIT/ LA1'/ LON(;
I
KNG/ KNG/ dKl;
LONG 'rUY 6KG I 8KC I EKKOK
9 U 0 41^I1-./8 15,1 1y uu ul 15.4 U.l
80	 U	 0 57b94.23 257.7 8U UU 01 257.8 U.1
39 30	 0 42802.08 39.1 3 1)	 29	 59 39.1 ().o
80 30	 0 57590.86 196.7 80 29 59 196.8 U.1
39	 U	 0 42436.48 36.3 39 W O1 3b.1 U.2
81	 30	 0 57UU6.86 102.1 81	 29	 51 lUl.9 U.2
38	 0	 G 41839.48 53.9 38 UU Ub 53.8 U.I
81	 0	 0 57049.77 13.1 8U 59 56 12.9 U.2
avar4ga urruc U.l nm, U.15 degree
► [andard duvi:► Cion 0.08 ►L,1, O.Ub du8ruu
_50 < Knannc < 150 nm
4l 0 0 437UO.85 l'^T8 4U SN_ S3l	 ht ,li^
60 3U U 57964.40 184.9 8U 3U OU 184.9
iA 0 0 42971.44	 119.2 39 59 5/	 89.1
62 U U 5b966.91
	
139.5 81 59 53
	 139.11
39 U 0 4235b.71	 152.7 39 OU U3	 152.1
84 U 0 55769.31	 93.8 83 59 43	 92.8
38 U 0 41861.78 116.7 38 UO 06 118.3
63 U U 56157.62	 64.4 82 59 48
	 63.b
37	 U	 U	 41225.11	 113.1	 37 :)U 11	 113.1
81 U 0 5b89b.7U	 b.3 80 59 5b	 b.l
37 3U 0 41504.07	 101.3 J7 3U U8
	 IuI.l
79 30 0 57561.40 324.2 79 30 02 324.6
40 0 U 433b1.71 144.2 39 59 56 143.8
18 U U 58808.94 241.2 78 00 10 242.0
38 30 0 42267.50 130.8 38 30 03 130.3
78 U 0 58344.52 279.1 78 OU 08 279.9
avuradu urruc U.28 nw, 0.55 dul;ruu
bLandard LJV1JLiu11 0.23 r" 0.35 du6ruu
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U.0
J.0
U.1
U.4
U.b
1.0
u.4
U.N
o.1)
U.2	 I
U.2
0.4
U.4
0.8
U.5
U.8
alts of Microcomputer Coordinate Converter with
ial Model,
150 < Kanne < 300 rai
35 U 0 4011 1-i9 309.6 35 l)l) 11 -S647 1
85 U 0 55394.47 42.6 84 59 38 41.3 1.3
34 30 0 39907.81 262.5 34 30 '0 261.4 U. l
81 U 0 56645.87 2.11 8U 59 55 1.7 0.1
38 30 0 42436.63 270.7 38 30 03 269.8 U.9
75 U 0 59149.22 273.0 75 OU 13 114.8 1.8
43 0 U 44322.59 253.8 42 59 5U 253.8 U.o
82 U 0 57669.90 167.4 81 59 54 161.0 0.4
average arrur 0.38 nm. 0.9 degree
standard deviation 0.41 nm, 0.79 degree
Figure 5-2. Continued.
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out to the edge of the coverage region and the results tend to be more
stable as a function of distrince from the center of the coverage
region.
The results presented here are much the same in terms of
accuracy as the tests done in Chapter III tieing the FORTRAN-IV test
program. The results in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 also include the range
and bearing angle calculations presented in Chapter 111.0. The range
and bearing czlc.ulations ollow only a single waypoit.t to be stored in
memory, which must be established before TD-to-position updates are
run. There are 11 steps required for each range/bearing computation
and this is normally done immediately after the lat/long calculations.
The output of the microcomputer program consists of the computed
lat/long and the range/bearing stored In memory in both the binary
floating-point format and in BCD for data storage and display.
Additional testing of the :microcomputer Loran-C system
described in Chapter IV was performed during actual flights in a Piper
Cherokee and Douglas DC-3. These tests were done mainly to demo , i-
strate the fact that the microcomputer system could be used In flight
environments to provide navigation information. This flight testing
also allowed the output of the coordinate converter to be recorded
over a long period of time in flight situations for checking the sta-
bility of the microcomputer hardware and software system. Approxi-
mately 30 hours of flight testing were done and it was demonstrated
that the output of the coordinate converter, in the form of range and
bearing to a wayooint, could be useful to x pilot. Figure 5-3 shows a
plot of the retorted data from the coordinate converter on a particit-
lar flight along with the recorded data from a commercial Inran-C
receiver. From here It can be noted that there is an obvious blab In
the microcomputer data on the east-west track to the north; this track
coincides nearly with the LOP from the Seneca Carolina Beach pair,
which was used for one of the TDs. The other pair used was Seneca-
Dana, in the 99600 Loran-C chain. This particular flight path
illustrates an interesting characteristic; the flight path along the
north-south direction coincides more nearly tc the Seneca-Dana IAN,
which is a stronger signal pair, and the east-west track coincides
with the weaker LOP signal pair. As is evident, the north-suuth track
is on course and cast-west track is slightly north of course. The
commercial receiver flown incorporates signal path corrections, wihile
the microcomputer system does not. It is obvious that signal path
corrections are needed, although the inaccuracy without them amounts
to one-half to one nautical mile.
The flight testing was done to assess the microcom?user-•
controlled navigation system's capabilities rather than evaluate abso-
lute Accuracy. Analysis of other flight teats similar to those shown
in Figure 5-3 showed typical position uncertainties of one-half to one
nautical mile. For general aviation use, this represents sufficient
accuracy for enroute navigation, and to place the pilot near navigation
fixes at an airport for landing approaches. Much of the error noted
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in fl ight touting could be traced to the receiver why re the TUs are
derived. Aauuming that the TDs could be derived correctly, the
available accuracy would be on the order of U.1 to 0.3 nm. Th;-
effects of the derivation of the TDs in the rece l.; ,!r in a func; tun of
how the pulse is sampled.
Flight :eating also showed that the loran-C signals may be
received well at low altitudes, even in the hilly terrain where tht.
testa were conducted. 	 Fffects on t'it , r,rmind	 itch n •: 60 Ili I'Miwvr- I ioc
interference nre much Iess prononnr ,, d tlurin^t I I Irht.
1^	 Frrors as Function of Distance. Obviously, the choice
of the central p int used to compute the constants Cl .hhough C9 in
the spherical case, and C1 threubh C14 in the ellipsoldal case, has a
definite bearing on how accurate the solution will be at any given
point. If it is krawn that most operations will take place within a
small part of a given triad coverage region, the central point could
be chosen there. In general, though, the accuracy will deteriorate
rapidly as the dtatance from the central point extendM beyond 200 to
250 wiles. The central point in the microcomputer program was chosen
co correspond to the center of the triad region to provide good
accuracy throughout the triad's coverage region.
B. Possible Fixes for Er rors. Certainly, more accurate models
of the eartTi profile over which the Loran•-C signal travels would pro-
vide more accurate solutions. This becomes a very difficult task In
practice because: of al l the various pruftles which exi^.t In any ;riven
area and it is not practical to store these and perform the necessary
geodesic calculations on a small microcomputer system.
Many modern receiver designs are Incorporating methods of
applying propagation corrections to the received time differences as
the ;-osition calculations are made. This is done by going to various
locations and observing actual time differences. Propagation correc-
tions become very important in determining how accurate any receiver
system is, although as mentioned in Chapter I1, these corr •actions typi-
cally are on the order of several tenths of a mile., thus 'lie
complexity of including propagation coriect:.ns may not be _juttifled
for some situwtions. It is also possible to Include minor earth aodel
corrections into the propagation corrections, although these would, in
most uses, be very s" ll corrections.
As was discussed above relating to Figure 5-3, the best way
to provide more accurate TD-to-position calculations is to incorporate
sows sort of method of compeneatiag for weak signals from the Loran-C
stations. The strength of the signal is generally related to the
signal path length and can thus provide useful information for other
corrections, such as the profile of the earth over which the signal
travelled. Although this can decrease inaccuracies frum one nautical
mile to less than one-tenth naur : cal mile, the odded complexity of
getting station signa l.- • to-noise ratios from the Loran-C receiver and
-7i-
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In this paper, one objective has been to show the suitability
of using Loran-C as a navigation system for general aviation use.
Loran-C has many inherent capabilities which makes it attra:tive with
respect to along and cross-track accuracy and signal coverage. Key
conclusions reached as a result of this research are:
1. The obstacles to fully implementing a complete Loran-C navi-
gator because of the hardware and the computational burdens are demon-
strated to be removed with the wide availability of low-cost
micropracessors and Mated devices.
2. Tt►e problem of converting Loran-C data to a more natural
and easily understood form for the pilot using simple and fast tech-
niques has been solved.
3. The cost of implementing a microprocessor-based Loran-C
navigator unit can be comparable to the cost of a small microprocessor-
based, general-purpose computer system in terms of hardware and soft-
ware required.
4. The TD-to-position algorithm developed has comparable
accuracy to that which can be achieved wits , raw Loran-C data; approxi-
mately 0.1 to 0.3 rim or less.
This work effort has concentrated on the computational aspects
of a Loran-C navigator. The fact that transcendental functions are
involved has impeded implementation of these ideas in the past; these
functions are still difficult to i.mpleme,at on an eight-bit micropro-
cessor. The trydeoffs between extra hardware to handle these func-
tions or doing them in software must be made in terms of speed since
other tasks must be done in the navigator. Thus, use of an external
mathematics chip, such as the Am 9511, has a strong advantage in speed
over software mathematics routines. This is especially true in light
of recent price reductions for such satellite processors.
Because of velocities typical of aircraft operations, it is
ideal to have complete position updates in one second. It should be
noted that extra area-na vigation computations in addition to the
Loran-C position calculations (stated at 0.18 second) may exceed this
des i red value. The An 9511 may be run asynchronously at speeds up to
2 MHz allowing the microprocessor time for other navigator tasks.
In view of the speed and accuracy of processor loading parame-
ters of the coordinate conversion routine, the conclusion is that
these techniques may be successfully used for general aviation Lorati-C
navigation application.
During the course of the investigation for this paper, several
I.sos were found which need to be addressed further. One is the
-79-
acceptance of Loran-C as a primary means of navigation for aircraft.
The prevent Loran-C system is maintainea primarily for the maritime
interests which means that some engineering changes may be necessary
before full implementation of Loran-C for aviation could take place
(37,381. Additional stations are desired to cover fully the United
Stales, and it is important to place these to provide maximum capabi-
lity to users, especially those in areas of rough terrain or areas
lacking in numbers of other services 139,401.
A very important issue is the consideration of how over-land
propagation of the Loran-C signal affects the phase velocity of the
signal. Explicit solutions to this are difficult to implement because
of the very inconsistent nature of the propagation path. h}npirical
models are usually used. This is done by monitoring the Loran-C
signal at many locat.ons and averaging the results over long periods
of time. A table of s:^h results could be published and the values
could be stored iii the navigator unit, or broadcast to the aircraft
much ca barometric pressure readings are. Another important effect on
the propagation path model is the g.+odetic model of the earth (411.
It is felt that these problems are manageable [421 and are not a
serious impediment to fully using Lora^-C ae a primary means of air
navigation.
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Appendix I. Program listing for position-to-TD
prediction, program. This program is written in standard
FORTRAN-IV computer language for the IBM/370-158 [431.
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C - THIS PROGRAM IS A TEST PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING LORAN-C
C - TIME DIFFERENCES. THE EQUATION USED IS:
C -	 TD - BETA + DELTA + TS - TM
C - WHERE BETA IS THE BASELINE LENGTH, AND DELTA IS THE
C - SECONDARY COOING DELAY. TS AND TM MUST BE CALCULATED
	 ORIGINAL PACE IS
C - SECONDARY STATION DE FHE BASEL B LINE 
ENGTHF
FROM T
T.EO THE
	 OF POOR (QUALITY
C - RECEIVER TO THE MASTER, RESPECTIVELY. THESE TWO ARE
C - COMPUTED BY "ARC" AND THE ACCURACY DEPENDS ON THAT
C - SUBPROGRAM. ALL GEODESIC CONSTANTS ARE NAD 27.
C -
C -	 J.P.FISCHER	 07,79
C -
C - CHAIN CONSTANTS ARE FOR U.S. EAST COAST (9960).
C -
REAL"8 PHIR,GAW.PHIM,GAW ,PRIM,GAMW.PHIX,GAMX,PHIY,GAMY,PHIZ,GAM?
COMMON PHIR,GAMR
DATA PH IM,GAMWO.7455002761,1.34 "70724/
DATA PHIW,GAMW/0.8169491590.1.185559303/
DATA PHIX,GAMX/0.7200063971,1.221345098/
DATA PHIY,GAMY/0.5945057338,1.359840319/
DATA PHIZ,GAMZ/0.6955476439,1.526928009/
DATA CD8W/1.379724E4/,CDBX/2.696991E4/,CDBY/4.222161E4/,CDBZ/5.716
>205E4/
5PRINT21
REAO(5,1,ENDn 6)IDEG,MIN,SEC,IDEGI,NIINI,SEC1
PHIR n (IDEG+(MIN+SEC/60.)/60.)*3.14159265/180.
GAMR-;IDEG1+(MINI+SEC1/60.)/60.)'3.14159265/180.
TDM-AF%C(PH IM,GAMM)
TD.-KDBW+ARC(PHIM,GAMW)-TDM
TOX-CDBX+ARC(PH1X,GAMX)-TEW
TDY-CDBY+ARC(PHIY,GAMY)-TEM
TEE "CD8 Z+ARC (PH I Z ,GAMZ)-TD4
PRINT 22,TCW,TDX,TOY,TDZ
GOTO 5
6 STOP
1 FORMAT(14,1X,12,IX,F5.0)
2; FORMAT('OEN(TER RECEIVER LATITUDE/LONGITUDE.' / 1 S000 MM SS.SS')
22 FORMAT(' M - 1 ,F8.2,5(, l X - 1 ,F8.2,5X, l Y n 1 ,F8.2,5X,'Z - 1,F8.2)
END
FUNCTION AFC(PHII,XLNG2)
THIS PROGRAM IS DERIVED FROM KAYTON AND FRIED;
IT IS USED TO CALCULATE THE BASELINE DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO
POINTS ON THE REFERENCE ELLIPSOID BY DERIVI'IG THE GEOOESIC
ARC LENGTH IN A PLANE THROUGH THE CENTER OF THE ELLIPSOID.
REFERENCE ELLIPSOID USED IS CLARKE 1966 (NAD 27).
JP FISCHER 7/79
IMPLICIT REAL"8(A-+4,0-Z)
R EAL 14 ARC
COMMON PHI,XLNGI
DATA A/6.3782064D6/,F/3.390075:04U-3/
DATA CL/299.792458/
DXLNG-DABS(XLNG1-)(L NG2)
8ETAM]ATAN((I.-F) %,DTAN (PH I))
BETAIw0ATAN((1.-F)#OTAN(PHlI))
C1-OCOS(SETAI )*DSI N(DXLNG)
C2-DCOS (BETA) •DS I N(BE TA I)-D S I N(BE TA) •DCOS (BETA I) ODCOS (DX LNG )
C3-OSIN(BETA)•OSIN(BETAI)+DCOS(BCTA)'OCOS(BETAI)ODCOS(OX!NG)
PSI-DATAM(C1/C2)
THETA-DA TAN ((C2'DCOS(PSI)+C1 •0SI NIPS I`) /C3)
XM n (DSIN(BETA)+DSIN(BETAI))0*2
XN-((DSIN(BETA)-DSIN(BETAI))/DSIN(THETA))**2
XLN-(1.-000S(THETA) )/DS IN(THETA) g (THETA-OSIN(THETA) )/DS IN(TIIETA)
XV- (I.4000S(THETA))*(THIETA+OSIN(THETA))
RHDKMS (A"THETA-A* F* (XM*XU+XN-XV) A. )
ARC-RHD/CL
RETURN
END
C -
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
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Appendix II.	 Program listing for To-to-lat/long
conve.rsion program. This program was written in
standard FORTRAN-IV programming language and run on
the IBM/370-158.
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A
'L
C	 THIS PROGRAM USES AN EXPLICIT NON-ITEHITIVE APPROACH TO SOLVL THE
C	 LORAN SOLUTION OF CONVERTING TIME DIFFFRENCE READINGS TO LATITUDE
C	 LONGITUDE.
C	 EARTH CONSTANTS MAD-27 (CLA RKE 1866 SPHERICAL EARTH MODEL)
C	 11/1980 J.P. FISCHER
C	 ELLIPSI00 CORRECTIONS APPLIED 6/1981
C
DATA TCY,TCZ/3.9E-2,5.4E-2/
DATA TMIY/O.15129258/,THMZ/0.14849557/.)OW 16.986746/
DATA CTMY/0.98857709/,STMY/0. 15071607/,CTMZ/0.98899478/
DATA S1MZ/0.14795013/.Q(K/0.37466368/,SXK/0.92716079/
DATA C1/2.9632071/,C2/4.3111683/,C3/-/.1717116/
DATA C4/4.0896360/.CS/-4.4643647/,06/1.1496479/
DATA C7/-5.0510869/,C8/5.1185063/.C9/.55921480/
DATA C10/1.5850077E-3/.CII/2.5836473E-4/,C12/-2.963118E-3/
DATA C13/1.5850077E-3/,C14/1.0034014/
C
7 PR I NT 12
READ(5,3,ENUn 10)TY,TZ
TYnTY*I.E-6
TZnTZ•1.E-D
PY-XN *0Y-TCY)-THMY
PZ nXNia(TZ-TCZ)-THMZ
CPY-COS(P Y)
SPY-SIN(PY)
CPZ-0OS(PZ )
SPZ-SIN(PZ)
AY• (CP Y-CTW)/STMY
AZ-(CPZ-CTMZ)/S1MZ
BY-SPY/S"
Bz-SPz/s7Mz
Ul-AY•CXK-AZ
U2-AY*SXK
U3nAZVBY-AY*BZ
UU)•U1•UI+U2*U2
CDBY-(U3*U1+U2*SQRT(UU-U3•U3))/UU
THMS-ATAN(AY/(BY+CDBY);
C8-COS (THM S )
C A-COS (THMS+'? Y >
CCmCOS (THM S-oP Z )
F-CIOCA+C2§CB+C36CC
G-C4§CA+C5•CB+06•CC
H-C7*CA+CB*kM4C9•CC
THGS-A fAN((Gr`C1 0)/(F+CI 1) )
PHGS-ATAN(C14`CI41SIN(THGS)*(H4Cl2)/(G+Ci3))
CALL LLRD(PIGS,i!G S)
GOTO 7
10 STOP
3 FORM AT(F10.0)
12 FORMAT( ENTER TIME-DIFFERENCES.')
E ND
SUBROUTINE RULL ( PHI,THE.-)
ORIGINAL P:i '^ t
OF POUR QUALITY
THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS GEOCENTRIC COORDINATES ENTERED 9Y THE
USER TO RADIAN COORDINATES. INPUT FORM IS: UDDD MM SS. SS
WHERE 'DODO' IS THE DEGREES PORTION OF THE LAT. OR LONG., IIC LUOIN
SI(iN, MUM IS THE MINUTES PORTION, AND SS.SS IS THE SECONDS PORTION.
READ FORMAT IS:	 I4,IX,12,IX,F5.0.
IMPLICIT REAL*d(A-f1,0-Z)
REAL 04 PHI,THf
DATA PI/3.1415926535898/
DATA MSG1/'LATI'/.MSG2/'TUDE'/.MSG3/ 1 :	 '/,MSG4/ 1 LOW '/,K%5/1ITU
'/
PII-PI/180.
r
C	 PROMPT USER,
C
PRINTI,M5G1,MSU2,MSG3
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-.L
a'.
READ(5,IO,END-21)IDI,IMI,SS1
PHI n SWL (PII•(DFLOAT(101i+(DFLOAT(IMI)+SSI/60.)/60.))
C
C	 PROMPT USER FCR LONGITUDE ENTRY.
C
PRINTI,MSG4,MSG5.MSG6
READ(5,IO.END-21)IDI,IMI,SS1
THE n SNGL(PII'(DFLOAT(101)+(OFLOAT(IM1)+SS1/b0.)/b0.))
C
RETURN
21 RETURN I
E KTRY LLRD(PHI,THE)
C
C	 THIS SUO SECTION DOES THE REVERSE OF THE ABOVE GIVEN RADIAM
C	 COORDINATES.
C
1`12180./PI
PHI-P12*PHI
THE-e 12*THE
LDi -eHI
X041-(PHI-LD1)*60.
LM1 n XM1
SSI n (XMI-LM1)*60.
ORIGINAL P
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L D2-T HE
X112 ( THE-LD2) *60.
L)12XM2
SS2-(XM2-LM2)'60.
PRINT3.LD',LMI,SSI,LD2,LM2,SS2
RETURN
1 FORMAT( ENTER ',3A4/' LWD MM SS.SS')
10 FOF44AT(14,IX,12,1X.F5.0)
3 FORM AT( l LATITUDE n 	 1 ,14,1X,12,1X,F5.2/' LONGITUDE	 '.14,1X.12,1
>X,F5.2)
END
C
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Appendix III. Program listing for microprocessor
version of D-t(,-lp.t/long program. This program was
written in standard MOS6502 assembly language and
assembled by a cross assembler on the IBM/370-150.
••••••0••0.0••••1.11 r^1•rr•••11f11 i11f1•/•/Y1•///•1••11•r•••/••••r•.••11•
• THIS PROGRAM 1, DESIGNED TO CONVEk' LORAN-C TIME-0IFFERENCFS
• TO LATITUDE/LONGITUDE AND RANGE/BEARING TO A WAYPGINT
• ON THE MICRCIWWUTER US:NG THE AM950A MATH p1IP.	 THE •
' ALG.'ITHM IS BASED ON FORTRAN PROGRAM I DCXLRN.' 	 BCD-1J"I EX •
• AND HEX—TO—BCD CONVERSIONS ARE MAPS AT THE BEGINNING AND •
• END OF PR06-MAP U E Q1fION; ALL INTERNAL CALCULA T IONS ARE •
• MADE USING BINARY FLOATIPKr-POINT. 	 ALL SUBROUTINES ARE AT •
• THE ENO GF THE MAIN PROGRAM. 	 THE N 1 48ER TABLE AREA IS •
° DESIGNED TO BE PLACED AFTER THE SUBROUTINES; CONSTANTS ARE •
" FIRST, CALCULATED VARIABLES LAST. •
• VERSION 1.0,	 SPHERICAL MODEL,
	
11/1990,	 J.P.FISCHER •
• VERSION 2.0, ELLIPSOID MODEL,	 7/1981,	 J. P.	 rISCHER •
•11• r1.1o• a // 11. 1•••11 v• ^11• a •••111••••r•lrrrrl••1rr•1r•••••lrrrrrl••
•
PIRA EQU $9000
	
PERIPHERAL AND DOR SIDE A
PIAB EQU $9002	 PERIPHERAL AND DOR Sl,-,V 9
• A04951 IA COWAIDS.
FADD EQU $10 ORIGINPIL P,; v%. 1'—"FSUB FQU	 SI i
FMUL EQU S 12	 OF F'OOR QUALITY
FDIV EQU $13
SORT EQU	 1
SIN EQU 2
COS EQU 3
ATAN EQU 7
PTOF EQU	 $17
PUPI EQU $IA
FLTD EQU SIC
FIXO EQU SIE
'
•
VARIABLE NAME TABLE
•
•
THE FOLLOWING ARE CONSTANTS.
TCY EQJ 0
TCZ EQU T(Y+4
THKY EQU TCZ+4
THMZ r7QU THMY+4
XNR EQU THMZ+4
CTMY EQU XNR+4
STMY EQU CT1t1'+4
CTMZ EQU STAY+4
STMZ Ew rTMZ+4
CXK EQU 'JTMZ+4
SAK EQU CXl(+4
CI EQU SXK+4
C2 EQU C1+4
C3 EQU C2+4
C4 EQU C3+4
CS EQU C4+4
CA EQU C5+4
C7 EQU C6+4
C 9 EQU C7+4
C9 EQU C8+4
CIO EQU C9+4
C11 EQU C10+4
C12 EQU CII+4
C14 EQU C12+4
Eft EQU C14+4
P.CR EQU EM644
TWO EQU RCRM
\n
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C256 EQU TWO+4
P180 EQU C256+4
C60 EQU P180+4
PHI EQU C60+4
RLAM EQU PH 1+4
• THE FOLLOWING ARE CALCULATED VARIABLES.
TY EQV RLAM+4
TZ EQU TY+4
PY EQU TZ+4
PZ
CPY
EQU PY+4
EQU PZ+4 PACE tORIGINALCPi EQU SPPY+4 POOR Q-	 ITVOFSPZ EQU CPZ+4
AY EQU SPZ44
AZ EQU ATM
BY EQU AZ+4
BZ EQU BY44
U1 EQU BZ+4
U2 EQU U1+4
U3 EQU U2M
UU EQU U3+4
CORY EQU UU+4
THMS EQU CORY 4
CB EQU THMS+4
CA EQU CBM
CC EQU CA+4
F EQU CC+4
G EQU F+4
H EQU G+4
THGS EQU 14+4
PHGS EQU THGSM
CFI EQU PHGS+4
DLAM EQU CFI+4
DPHI EQU OLAMM
TEMP EQU DPHIM
'
•
PAGE—ZERO ASSIGNMENTS
ORG 0
TDA BSS 4 PACKED BCD /W TENTH DIGIT
BSS 4 PACKED BCD /W TENTH DIGIT
0% 18 E
AGCF BSS 1
AGCB BSS	 I
BASSI BSS 2 BASE ADDRESS FOR NUMBER MOVE
XLIM ass	 1 INDEX LIMIT USCD IN NUMBER CONVERSION ROUTINES
XTEMP BSS	 1 SAVE AREA FOR X-REGISTER
YTEMP BSS	 I SAVE AREA FOR Y-REGISTER
COUNT BSS	 1 COUNT -DOWN REGISTER
VY BSS	 i
FLAG ass 1
Ht.: ass 3 TABLE FOR BUII_DIi.1G LIP HEX NUMBER FROM BCD
RE; BSS 3 RESIDUE TABLE FOR BINARY MULTIPLICATION
DVDN BSS 2 HEX NUMBER 1U 9F CONVERTED TO BCD
DRES HS 	 5 RESULT OF HEX-TO-t3CD CONVERSION
DVSR BSS	 1 CONSTANT USED IN BINARY DIVISION
RMNOR 6SS 1 REMAINDER FROM BINAPN CIYISION
• THE FOLLOWING ARE THE
• COMPUTED LATITUDE/LONGITUDE AND RANGE/BEARING.	 ALL
• ARE IN PACKED BCD FORMAT.	 THESE ARE DESIGNED TO
• INTERFACE TO SENSOR SOFTWARE.
LAT ass 3 FORMAT:	 (EX.) 59 19 20 - DEGREES, MINUTES,
	
SECON
BSS 3 FORMAT:	 (EX.) 82 05 56 - DEGREES, MINU TES, SECON
RHO BSS 2 FORMAT:	 (EX.) 00 96 - NAUTICAL MILES /M TENTH DI
r-
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BSS 2 FORMAT:	 (EX.) 22 04 - DEGREES /W TENTH DIGIT
BASE
•
BaS 2 ADDRESS OF FLOATING-POINT TABLE
ORG 51700
•
•
•
CDPRERT TD'S FROM BCD TO FLOATING-POINT
LOX -0
LDY -TY CONVERT TDA FIRST
STY YTEIP
LOA -2
STA COUNT CONVERT TWO TDS
CLD SET DECIMAL MODE OFF
• BCU-TOi1EX CONVERSION
TOHEX LDY -6 SIX DIGITS
10A -0
STA HEX
STA HEX+1
STA HEX+2
STA FLAG
JMP LFDUR DO LOWER PART FIRST
UFOIR DEC FLAG
LDA TOA,X GET A BYTE
LSR A
LSR A
lSR A
LSR A
JMP T03 DO THE MAIN CONVERSION
LFOUR IPC FLAG
LDA TDA,X GET A BYTE
AND n $F R04OVE UPPER FOUR BITS
I NX
T03 CLC FOR ADDITION
ADC HEX+2
STA HEX+2 ADD DIGIT TO PARTIAL SUM
BCC NOC GO IF NO CARRY OUT
I K' HEX+1
NOC OEY NEXT DIGIT
BEp TOD IF DONE, LEAVE
STY XTEMP SAVE COUNT&
• MULTIPLY PARTIAL SLIM BY TEN
• LOA n 0
STA RES CLEAR MOLT. TABLE
STA RES+1
S TA RES+2
LOA -10 DIVISOR
1.DY n 8
T02 CLC
ROL RES+2
ROL RES+i
ROL RES
A SL A
BCC NDC2
PHA
CLC
LDA RES+2
ADC HEX+2
STA RES+2
LDA RES+1
ADC HEX+1
STA RES+1
LOA RES
ADC HEX
STA RES
P LA
I
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P"
00002080
00002090
00002100
00002110
00002770
00002780
00002790
.M
NOC2 DEY ORIGINAL PAGE I3
8NE T02
POOR Q UALITYOFLDY XTEW
LOA RES
STA HEX
LDA RES+I
STA HEX+1
LOA RES+2
STA HEX+2
LOA FLAG
BNE UFOUR
JMP LFOUR
•
• NOW CHANGE INTEGER PART TO FLOATING—POINT
•
•
THEN ADD IN THE FRACTIONAL PART.
TOD LOY YTEMP
STX XTENP SAVE THE CURRENT DIGIT LOCATION
LOA -0
STA (BASE),Y CLEAR THE UPPER TWO Off tS
I NY
LDA HEX MSH OF HEX INTEGER
STA (BASE),Y PUT IN TABLE FOR 9511
MY
LOA HEX+1 LSB OF HEX INTEGER
STA (BASE),Y
INY
LOA HEX+2
STA (BASE),Y
LOY YTEW POINT TO TO NUMBER
JSR PUSH GIVE	 IT TO 9511
LOA -FLTD
JSR CMNO CONVERT INTEGER TO FLOATING—POINT
LOY -EM6 CONSTANT IE-7
JSR PUSH
LDA -FMIL CONVERT FROM MICROSECONDS...
JSR CMND TO SECONDS
LOY YTEW GET THE M LOCATION AGAIN
JSR POP AND STORE THE TO
DEC COUNT SEE IF BOTH TDS CONVERTED
BEQ SUTO IF SO, START TD-TO-POSITION CONVERSION
LOX XTEW SET UP FOR NEXT TO
INX
LOY nTZ ADDRESS OF TD8
STY YTE?P ST(1RE
	 IT
JMP TOHEX REPEAT
a
• CALCULATE 'PY'
•
SUTD LOY nXNR 'XNR'
JSR PUSH °"SH ON STACK
LOY nT`' 'TY^
JSR PUSH
LOY -TCY 'TCY'
JSR PUSH
LM -FSUB
JSR CMND SUBTRACT TY-TYC
Lu. =FKjL
JSR CMND XNR•(TY—TYC)
LDY nTM1Y 'THMY'
JSR PUSH
L DA n F SUB
JSR CMND XNR•(TY—TZ)—TRAY
LOY -eY oPY'
JSR POP PUT 'PY'	 INTO TABLE
•
• CALCULATE 'PZ'
•
LOY •XNR 'XNR'
-94-
JSR PUSH PUSH ONTO STACK
LOY •TZ ITZI
JSR PUSH PUSH ONTO STACK
LOY nTCZ ITCZI
JSR P',;SH PUSH ONTO STACK
LOA • F SUB
JSR CMW TZ-TCL
LOA n FMUL
JSR CMND XNR•(TZ-TCZ)
LOY -THMZ ITMIZI
JSR PUSH
LOA n FSUB
JSR CMND XNR•(TZ-TCZ)-T WZ
LDY -PZ LOCATION FOR	 IPZI
JSR POP STORE RESULT	 IN IPLI
•	 CALCULATE CPY,SPY,CPZ,SPZ
•
LOY -PY INYI
JSR PUSH PUSH IT
LDY -PY IPYI
JSR PUSH DUPLICATE STACK
LOA *COS
JSR CMNO CUS(PY)
LDY -CPY FOR CPY
JSR POP GET	 IT
LOA -SIN
JSR CMNO SIN(PY)
LDY -SPY
JSR POP GET SPY
LDY -mPZ IPZI
JSR PUSH
LOY -eZ I PZ I
JSR PUSH
L DA =COS
JSR CMND COS(PZ)
LDY -CPZ LOCATION FOR CPZ
JSR POP
LOA -SIN
JSR CMNO SIN(PZ)
LDY -SPZ LOCATION FOR ISPZI
JSR POP
•
•	 CACULATE
•
IAYI
LDY -CPY ICPYI
JSR PUSH
LDY -CTXY ICTMYI
JSR PUSH
L DA -F SUB
JSR CMND CPY-CTW
LDY -STMY ISTMYI
JSR PUSH
LOA n FDIV
JSR CMND (CPY-CTMY)jSTMY
LDY -AY IAYI
JSR POP
•
CALCULATE
•
'ALI
LDY -CPZ ICPZI
JSR PUSH
LDY -CTMZ ICTMZI
JSR PUSH
LDA =FSUB
JSR CMNO CPZ-CTXZ
LOY n STMZ ISTMLI
JSR PUSH
LDA	 -FD IV
6 n
ORIGMAL PAOE !9
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JSR Cl-INU (l'PZ-CTMZ)/STMZ
LOY -AZ LOCATION FOR 'A-'
JSR POP
CALCULATE 'BY'
LOY -SPY I spYI
JSR PUSH
LOY -STMY ISTMY'
JSR PUSH
LOA n FOIV
JSR CMN' SPY/STMY
LOY -BY LOCATION FOR	 IBY'
JSk POP GET	 IT
CALCULATE 'BZ'
LOY -SPZ ISPZI
JSR PUSH
LOY -STMZ 'STMZI
JSR PUSH
LOA -'cDIV
JSR 04ND SPZ/STMZ
LOY	 -E.Z LOCATION FUR IB1'
JSR POP GET	 IT
CALCULATE I U 11
LOY -AY 'AYI
JSR rt,SH
LOY -CXK 'CXKI
JSR PUSH
LOA -FMUL
JSR CMND AY•CXK
LOY -AZ IAZI
JSR PUSH
LOA -F SUB
JSR CMND AY•CXK-AZ
LOY -UI LOCATION FOR	 'UI'
JSR F'OP
CLLCULATE 'U2'
LOY -AY 'AYI
Js" PUSH
LDY n SXK 15XKI
JSR PUSH
LOA n FMUL
JSR CMND AY•SXK
L OY K) 7
JSR POP GE T	 I U2'
CALCULATE 11,131
LOY -AZ IAZI
JSR PUSH
LOY -BY 'BYI
JSR PUSH
LM 
-FMUL
JSR CMNO AZ•BY
LOY -AY 'AY'
JSR PUSH
LOY -HZ IBZI
JSR PUSH
LOA n FMUL
JSR CMND AY'BZ
LOA - F SUB
JS,. CMND AZ•6Y-AY•BZ
LOY -U3 LOCATION FOR 'U3'
I',
•
•
•
ORIGINAL PAGE fa
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JSR PUP
•	 CALCULATE
•
fuu'	 ORIGINAL PAGE 13
L07	 U full	 OF POOR QUALITY
JSR PUSH
LOY -UI full
JSR PUSH
LOA -F14UL
*	 JSR CNND UI•U1
LOY -U2 'u2'
JSR PUSH
LOY -U2
JSR PUSH
LDA -FMUL
JSR LNND u2•U2
L OA -v ADD
JSR CMND UI•UI+i12*U2
LOY -UU LOCATION FUR 'UUf
JSR POP
•
CALCULATE
•
IMOY'
LDY -UU 'UU'
JSR PUSH
LDY n U3 'U3'
JSR PUSH
LOY -U3 'u3'
JSR PUSH
LDA -FOUL
JSR L}ND U39U3
L DA -F SUB
JSR CMVD UU-U3*U3
I DA -SQR T
JSR CINU SQRT(l1U-U3'U3)
` LOY -U7 'U2'
JSR Pt,SH
LOA -F1UL
JSR CMND U2•SQRT(UU-U3•U3)
LOY -U3 'U3'
JSR PUSH
LOY -UI full
JSR PUSH
LOA -FNUL
JSR CHID U30ul
LDA -FAOD
JSR CM10 U1ffuI+U;1vWR7 lUU- U30U3)
LOY -UU 'UUf
JSR PUSH
LOA -FPIV
JSR CMND (U36UI+U2.5QRT(UU!- U3•U3)) /UU
LOY -CMY LOCATION FUR '"Y'
JSR PUP
CALCULATE
e
I TrM S'
LOY -AY 'AYf
JSR PUSH
LOY -BY 'BYf
JSR PUSH
LOY -(OIBY ' LAMY'
JSR PUSH
LOA -F ADD
JSR COW BY+CD13Y
LOA -FDIV
JSR CMND AY/(BY+COBY)
L DA -ATAN
JSR CMND ATAN(AY/(8Y+(;OBY)1
LDY -THUS LOCATION FOR ' TWS'
.111111
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'	 CALCULATE 'CB'
LOY n T41S
	 ' TMIS'
JSR PUSH
LOA -COS
JSR CMND
	 COS(THMIS)
LOY -CB	 LOCATION FUR 'CB'
•
JSH POP
'	 CALCULATE 'CA'
LOY -THMS
	 'TMIS'
JSR PUSH
LOY -PY	 'PY'
JSR PUSH
LOA -FADO
JSR CMND	 TNAS+PY
LOA -COS
JSR CMND
	 COSU MS+PY1
LOY -CA	 LOCATION FOR 'CA'
JSR POP
'	 CALCULATE
•
'CC'
LOY - T HMS 'TW S'
JSR PUSH
LOY -PZ
JSR PUSH
L DA -r ADD
JSR CMND TMIS+PZ
L OA -CO S
JSR CMND COS(TMIS+PZ)
LOY -CC LOCATION FOR	 'CC'
JSR POP
•
'	 CALCULATL
•
' F'
LOY -CI 1C1°
JSR PUSH
LOY -CA 'CA'
JSR PUSH
LOA n FMUL
JSR CMND CI'CA
LOY -C2 'C2'
JSR PUSH
LOY -CB 'CB'
JSR PUSH
LOA -F M(JE
JSR CMND C2'CB
LOA -F ADD
JSR CMND C1•CA+C29C8
LDY -Cl IC3'
JSR PUSH
LDY -CC 'CC'
JSR PUSH
LOA n FMU L
JSR CMND C39CC
LDA -FAOD
JSR DWO C1'CA+r = %+C 3 4 CC
LOY -F LOCATION FO)'	 IF,
JSR POP
•	 CALCULATE 'G'
LOY -CJ IC41
JSR PUSH
LDY -CA 'CA'
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JSR CMND C4•CA
LOY IC5 IC51
JSR PUSH
LOY -C8 ICBI
JSR PUSH
LDA -FMUL
JSR CMND C5"CB
LOA -FARO
JSR CMND C4"CA+C5•CB
LOY -C6 I C61
JSR PUSH
LDY -CC ICC'
JSR PUSH
LOA - FMUL
JSR CWD C6•CC
LDA -FADD
JSR C14NO C4*CA+C5•CB+C6'CC
LOY -G IG'
JSR POP GET	 IGI
['%,
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JSR PUSH
LOA -FMUL
I%;;,
•
•
-
•
CALCULATE PHI
LDY -C7 1 C7
JSR PUS;1
LDY -CA ?CA'
JSR PU SH
LDA -FMUL
JSR CMND C7•CA
LDY -C8 ICBI
JSR PUSH
LDY -CB ICBI
JSR PUSH
LOA -FMUL
JSR CMND C8•Cb
LOA -FADD
JSR CMND C71CA+C8•CB
LDY -C^ IC90
JSR PUSH
LOY -CC ICCI
JSR PUSI4
LEA -FMUL
JSR CMND C9•CC
LOA -FADD
JSR CMND C7•CA+C8•CB+C9.00
LOY -H LOCATION IHI
JSR POP
CALCULATE ITHGSI
LOY NG IGI
JSR PUSH
LOY -C10 IC101
JSR PUSH
LOA -FADD
JSR CMND G+C10
LDY -F IFI
JSR PUSH
LDY <11 ICI II
JSR PUSH
LOA -FADD
JSR CMND F+CII
LOA -FDIY
JSR CMND (G+CIO)/(F+Cll)
LOA -A TAN
JSR CMNO ATAN((G+C10)/(F+Cll))
L OA -PTOF
JSR CMND DUPLICATE STACK
. In
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LOY -THGS
JSR POP n.T THGS
LDY 1180 ISO/PI
JSR PUSH
LOA -FMUL
JSR CMND CONVERT FROM RADIANS TO ULGREES
LOX -3 POINT TO LONGITUDE FIELD
LOA 06 INDEX LIMIT
STA XLIM
LOA n 180 VIDEO LOCATION FOR LONG.
STA VY
JSR TOH(D2 CONVERT TO DEGREES, MINUTES, SECONDS
CALCULATE 'PHGS'
LDY -THGS 'THGS'
JSR PUSH
LOA -SIN
JSR CMNU SIN(THGS)
LDY OC14
JSR PUSH
LDY -C14
JSR PUSH
LDA -FMUL
JSR CMINID C14"C14
'.DA -FMUL
JSR CMND C14*C14*SIN(THGS)
LDY -H 'H'
JJR PUSH
LDY -C12 'C12'
JSR PUSH
L ;'	 .FADD
JSR CMND H+C12
LDA -FMUL
JSR CMND C)4"C14*SIN(THGS)*(H+12)
LDY -G 'G'
JSR PUSH
LDY -CIO 'CIO,
JSR PUSH
LOA -FADD
JSR CMND G*C13
LDA -FOIV
JSR CMND C14"C14"SIN(T ►GS)O(H+C12)/(G+C10)
LW -ATAN
J`_ q COD ARCTM (C149CI44SIN(THGS)O(H+CIZ)/,G+CI3)I
LDA -PTOF
JSR CMND DUPLICATE STACK LOCATIUNS
LDY -PHGS
JSR POP GET PHGS
LDY	 PI8O IBO/PI
JSI< PUSH
LOA -FMUL
JSR CMND CONVERT PHGS FKo'A RADIANS TO UWHLL:
LDX -0 LOCATION FOR LATITUDE FIELD
LDA n 3 INDEX LIMIT
STA XL IM
L M 'SW VIDEO LOCATION FOR LAT,
STA VY
JSR TX D2 CONVERT TO DEGREES, MINUTES, SECONDS
RHD-THETA COWERS ION
CALCULATE 'CFI'
ORIGINAL- PAGE 13
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LDY -PHGS
	
'PHGS'
JSRPUSH
LOY n PHI	 'PHI'
JSR PUSH
LDA 'FADD
JSR COD
	
PHGS+PHI
c
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N'+6wr
LDY -TWO 02M	 ORIGINALJSR PUSH
LM -FD IV OF POOR
JSR CMIO (PHGS"I) /2
LOA -COS
JSR CMIO COS( (PHOSMIII )/2)
LDY -CFI LOCATION FOR	 'CFI'
JSR POP
r	 •
CALCULATE 'OL.AM
LDY -THGS 'THGS'
JSR PUSH
LDY -RLA3+ 'RLAM'
JSR PUSH
L M -F SUB
JSR CHNO THGS-RLAM
LOY -0 LA LOCATION FOR 'ULAN'
JSR POP
•
GET	 IT
•	 CALCULATE
•
'LPN 1'
LOY -PHI 'PHI'
JSR PUSH
LDY -eHGS 'PHl;.S'
JSR PUSH
LM -FSM
JSR CMID F44 F -PH GS
LDY -DPHI VOCATION FOR 'DPHI'
JSR POP
•	 CALCU'_ATL
•
'ARC'
LDY -O LAM 'ULAN'
JSR PUSH
LDY -CFI 'CFI'
JSR PUSH
LM -FM1L
JSR CMND OLAM•CFI
LOA -PT Of
JSR CMID DUPLICATE STACK LOCATIONS
L a •FMU L
JSR CMiO (DLAM*CF1)••2
LDY ^OPHI 'DPHI'
JSR PUSH
LDY -DPHI
JSR PUSH 'UPHI'
LOA •FMUL
JSR CHID DPH#0OPHI
LOA -F/DU
JSR CHNO (U LAM • CF11 •t2.OPHI sum, I
l	 LM -SQRT
JSR CI*U SVHT(	 ...
f	
LDY -RCR 'RCN'
JSR PUSH
LM •FMUL
JSR CMNO RCM SQR T (
	 ...	 1
LDX -0 POINT TO RAKE FIELD
LOA • SSO VIDEO LOCATION FOR RANGE
S TA VY
JSR RW23 QE T HANGL
	
I N aCD
CALCULATE
	
'PSI'
• LDY -ULAM 'OLAM'
JSR PUSH
LDY	 •CFI 'CFI'
JSR PUSH
LOA -FMUL
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JSR CMNO rlAW CFI
LDY -OPHI 'DPHI'
JSR PUSH
LOA -FD IV
JSR ClwlO DLAM`CF I /DPH I
L DA -ATAN
JSR 0MIND ATAN(OLAWCFI/UPHI)
'
•
ADJUST	 'PSI' FOR WOPLR QUADRANT
LOY -0PH 1
LOA	 (BASE),Y GET THE SIGN Of	 1DR411
HMI	 L50 OO IF NEGATIVE
LDY -O L AM
LT- A	 (BASE),Y GET SILT: OF	 'OLAM'
•
kW  L)} GO	 IF POSITIVE
LOA -PUPI
JSR CMID PUSH PI
.DA mPU P I
JSR CMNO PUSH PI
LrA -FADO
:SR CMNO MULTIPLY PI BY TWO
LDA n FADD
JSR CMMD PSI	 + 24PI
JMP L:
L)() L nA W UP I
JSR CaM(D PLSH P I
LOA -F ADC
JSR CMNO PSI+PI
r
L33 LDY -PId0 ISO/PI
JSR PUSH
LDA n FMUL
JSR CMND CONVERT TO DEGREES
LOX 02 LOCATION FOR BEARING
LDA • SDO VIDEO LOCATION FOR BEARING
STA	 '.
JSR RNA
•
•
DONE
SED SET DECIMAL MOOS FOR SENSOR
R TS
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•.•••••••••••rrrrere•••••••rr•re• u •r••r•••••r••••••••rrrrrr••rrr•••s•a
•	 Y
' 	 THIS SLIBROUTIRF INITIALIZES THE PIA FJt LISE WITH 	 •
•	 THE MATH CHIP AND THEN SETS THE ()ONTROL INPUTS Of THE
	 •
•	 MATH CHIP TO INACTIVE STATES.
.••••..•••e••q.e.•••••••..oe1/N ••1••Ir1r•1.1• N ••1•••••••••••e••••••••
PINT	 ,JA PIRA	 CLEAR INTERRUPTS
IDA PIAS
LLNA -$11
;.A PIAA+I SEf INTERRUPT CONT.WL AND DON
LDA -0
STA PI AB+I SET COR LOW
LOA -SCF
STA PIAB SET INPUTS AND OUTPUTS FOR 951;
l DA -4
STA PIAE+1 SET OUR BIT HIGH
LOA -T
STA. AGCO SET BACKGROUNU COORDINATION BYTE
STA PIAB SET CO, FID AND WR HIGH
LDA -SF
-102-
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OF POOR QUALITYSTA "I AS SET	 5VACK HIGHLDA PI M CLEAR ANY INTLRRUPTS
LDA -0 GET LSn OF NMBER TABLE
STA BASE SAVE FOR INDEXING
LOA -2 GET MSB
STA BASE+I
LOA -$A
STA UVSR STORE
	 10 FOR BINARY UIVISIUN
• MOVE NUMBER TABLE TO READ/WRITE SPACE
• LOY n 0 CLEAR INDEX ONE
LOX -0 CLEAR INDEX TWO
LDA TABLE
STA BASEI
LOA TABLE+i
ST'. BASEI+1
MVE1 LOA	 (BASE1),Y GET A DIGIT
STA S200,X S MRE 11	 IN NEW LOCATION
INX
I NY
CPY • 120 MOVE	 120 YV-Ti
BMI	 MVEI IF NOT, CONTINU:
n
INiTIALl7_E VIDEO DISPLAY OUTPUT
Lox -0
WRSCN LOY SCLC,X
LDA LSCRN,X
AND -S3F
STA $2:OO,Y
I NIX
CPX -16
•
BMI WRSCN
RTS
•
•
•i.....•..f/.f•••....f..•...........••f•••.•......•..t........•.•/.1..f•
•	 S,BRO'lTINE TO SEND DATA TO 9511.	 •
•	 IT.?4 NUMBER IS IN REG-Y. BASE ADDRESS	 •
•	 IS ' hl 'oASE.'	 •
•.f.•/... f.f•f.•f.ff.../.ff......••..... ......f/..•..•.•........•.••..•
PUSH	 JSR SAO	 `.ET P I M TO OUTPUTS
INY	 ADJUST REG-Y SO IT
I NY	 POINTS TO LSB OF NUMBER
I NY
LOX -4	 LWJ COUNT OF 4
PSHI	 LOA (BASE) ,Y	 GAT A BYTE OF THE NUMBER
STA PIN`.
	 GIVE IT TO 9511
LOA -$A
JSR SV10
LOA PI AA	 CLEAR ANY INTERRUPTS
DEY	 NEXT BYTE
DEX
BNE PSH1	 LOOP UNTIL ENTIRE WORD WRITTEN
RTS
	 IF DOME, RETURN
. •11.1•••1••/lilt ..i••.•filf•• fff/1.•Jf.••/•rJf••.... i...•.••••f•Of •ff.
•	 Soli':wTINL SETS UP PiA SIDE A AS OUTPUTS.
	 •
•	 r
• ff••1.•...t • /f..••.11 n .•f1/f.fff••..11t 1•/.•.i1.f t1.lff Yi •f0•f•••t••ff
SAO	 LDA P1AJ,` I 	GET THE CONTROL REGE.STEV
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IV .I
M(' 'SFB SET ACCESS THE UGR	 OR^Cai:') gl p ,^'i^ VSPIAA+1 RETURN IT
LDA • SFFA OF POOR QIJALITf
STA PIAA SET ALL TO OUTPUTS
LOA PIAA+I
ORA -4 SET DOR HIT HIGH
STA PIAA+1 RETURN IT
•
R TS
•rrrerrerrr••rrrrrr•rrr••rr•rr"rrrr••r•^r•err••••rrrrrrr•• ► rr•rrc•rrs•r
• THIS SUBROUTINE POPS A NUMBER OFF OF THE •
' 9511	 STACK. NUMBER IS RETURKED TO LO(,mT1ON
•
a
WITH	 'BASE' AS BASE ADDRESS;	 ITEM ";;;9CR	 IN Y. •
•
• ► r•••reerrr•rrre•rr••srrrr• ur a errrr••r n •rrr••rrrr••rr••rr•rr••••s•••
•
POP JSR SAI SET PIA AS	 INPUTS
LOX -4 I.OAO C OU NT 04	 4
POP
 LOA •9
JSR SV9
STA	 (13ASE),Y STOLE IN TABLE
LDA -SO
STA AGCB
ORA AGC F
STA ':118 SET RU H1CH TO INCK. STACK POINTER
I NY
0 EX
ONE POP1 DO 4 HYTES
N TS
•
•rrrrasr•rrrrrrsrrr•rr•rata ►•rrrrr•• ► •••r••••rrr•••-•r••rrr•orr•re•rr•e
•	 r
•	 SUBRrUTIN: SETS UP ?IAA AS INPUTS. 	 •
••"•••r••r••rrrrrrrrrrr•rrr••rara••••••••r•r••••rrrrr•rr•••••• .......
SAI	 .DA PIAA+1
AMD • SFB	 SET UDR BIT LOW
STA PIAA+I
LOA -0
STA P;AA	 SET SIDE A TO ALL INPUTS
LCA PIAA+1
ORA 4	 SET DUR BI1 HIGH
STA PIAA+1
FITS
•
•
• u •rrer••s urr•••aa••••r•er•• ►rrrrrrrrrr ► •••r••r•••r••r ► •re•••c ► rrr•••
•	 SUBROUTINE SENDS 1HE COMMAND HYTL IN ACCUM. 	 •
•	 TO THE 951 1 FOR EXECU (ION. ROUT 1 NE 1 J F (LRNS TO	 •
•	 CALLER REGARDLESS OF WHETHER EXECUTION 15 C(,W LETEU 	 •
•	 OR NOT.	 •
•••••••rr••rrrrr•••r••rrrrr ► ••rr••rrrae•••^•rrrr•rrrr•rrr•r••••rsrcrrr•
CAK)	 Pk A
JSR SAO SET PIA SIDE A AS (PJTPUTS
P LA GET T k f COMMAND
5 r PIAA SEND TO 9511
LDA -$E
JSR SV10
BIT	 PIAA+*t TEST IF Ci~HU DONE
BPL •-3 KEEP TESTINr UNTIL DONE
LDA PIALA CLEAR THE IN1ERRUPT BIT
•	 READ THE STATUS REGISTER; RETURN	 IF	 INV/.LID CODE
— IC+-
••
WAS PRODUCED.
JSR SAI `ET VIM SIDE A AS INPUT`.
LOA n$D SET C/D HIGH, RD LOW
JSR SV9
•j PHA SAVE
	
IT
LOA -SF RETURN 9511 TO INACTIVE STATE
STA AGCH
ORA AGCF
STA PIAB
PLA
AND
	 -110011110 ZERO OUT UNIMPORTANT HITS
BEO OK IF ZERO, CONTINUE PROCESSING
PLA POP THE STACK
PLA
SF]) SET DECIMAL FOR SENSOR ROUTINE
OK RTS RETURN
•
SV9 STA AGCB
ORA AGCF
STA P I AB
HIT PIAA+i
BYC •-3
LOA PIAA
R T;
SvIO PRA
STA AGCH
ORA AGCF
STA PIAB
P LA
CLC
ADC -1
STA AGCB
ORA AGCF
STA PIAB
RTS
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•
•
•••••rrrrrrrr•r•err•rar• n rrr••r•rras•rr•r•rrar•••rr•r•rrrr•rarrrair^••a
•	 rAIS RUUTINE C JNVERTS THE BINARY FLOATING-POINT LATITUDE	 •
AND LONGITIDE S WARATLLY INTO THE STANDARD DEGREE, MINITES, 	 •
•	 AND SECOND FORMAT. THE RESULT IS STORED IN H(D. 	 •
n r•r•rrarr•arrr•raru • urrrrrr urrr• u • n rrrrrrrr•rr••rrrrarrrr••rarrra*
INTG
	 CLD SET DECIMAL MODE OFF
LDA •PTOF
JSR CMND DUPLICATE STOCK LOCATIONS
L^A -FIXD
JSR CMNO CONVERT POSITION TO AN INTEGER
LOA -PTOF
JSR C9ND DUPLICATE.	 IT
LOY -TEMP WORK AREA
S TX XT E?P
JSR PGP
D EY
LfA	 (BASE),Y GET THE HEX RESULT
STA DVDN+1 AND PLACE FOR HEX-TO-BCD CONVERSION
D EY
1A (BASE),Y
STA DVDN
•	 ROUTINE TO CONVERT A TWO-BYTE HEX 14L48ER TO A FIVE--BYTE BCD
•	 NWBEF.
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• DIVIDE	 BY TLN
UNSPU LDA n 0
STA RMiUR CLEAR R~INDER
LOY n 17 SET UP COUNT
JMP DO1
001 LOA 14MOR
SEC SET CARRY FOR	 SUBTRACT
SHC DVSR
HPL NREST GO IF NO RESTORE
DO I C LC
JMP MERGQ GO TO SET Q
NREST STA R10" NEW RESIDUE
SEC Q-1
MERGQ ROL OVDN+1
ROL DVDN
DD UECRLMLNT WUNI
B EQ R TN
ROL RKNOR SHIFT LEFT
JMP D02 CONTINUE
R TN L 0 RMNUR (A T REJMA I NDLR
STA UHES,X STORE	 IT
DfX
•
SPL UNSPD DO UNTIL DUNE
LOX XTEW
RTS
TONCU2 JSR INTG LIT ',L	 INTEGER PART
w
•
•
STORE THE POSITION COORDINATES ON VIDEO SCRLLN
LOY YY GET VIDEO LOCATION
LDA DRES0 LOA) MSII
ORA -130 CHANGE TO ASCII
STA $2200,Y
I NY
L DA DRE 5+1 UE T L SO
ORA -$ SO
STA S220U,Y
I NY
I NY
•
STY VY
LOA DRES+)
ASL A MUVL LOWER FuUR BITS TO LAM" FOUR UITS
ASL A
ASL A
ASL A
STA LAT,X STORE Tr( DIGIT	 IN POSITION FILLO
LOA DRESN GET NEXT DIGIT
ORA LAT,X MERGE WITH UPPER DIGIT
STA LAT, X REPLACE
I N(
CPX XLIM SEE	 IF DONE
HEQ OUT2 RETURN IF DONE
LDA -FL TO
JSR CMNID C.AWA-	 INTLGER TO FLOATIN&-POINT
LOA n F SUN
JSR CMND SUBTRACT OFF INTEGER PART
LOY -CW GET CONSTANT "bO"
S TX XT EDP
JSR PUSH
LOX XTEW
LDA n FMUL
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:SH CNINO
	 MULIIKY H
0uT2	 N Ts
r
•
•	 NOUTINt COWtNTS NANUL ANU
•	 AND STLNL' N TRIM,
•
................................
tNL2i	 JSN 1 NTG
	
GF T Tot IN
v I OEO OUTPUT
LOY VY
L(x DHtS+?
ORA -»o
STA 12200,Y
I NY
LDA ORES+)
ORA •$SO
STA $22OO,Y
I NY
L QA DNt S+N
ORA -M
S)A $2100,Y
I NY
1 NY
TY VY
ASL A
ASL A
ASL A
A SL A
STA RHO,X
LDA IwfS+3
kwA R40, X
STA RHO,X
I /i1(
L DA DRES+4
A SL A
ASL A
A SL A
ASa A
STA HHO,X
LOA - ► L TD
J SR L]1/D
L DA • f SM
JSH CMNO
I OY -C2'fb
STA %TtW
i%R 3 USN
L W -t Mlll
JSN LxND
I DA -f IXD
JSR C'UID
I I!Y -T LW
JSH cvP
OtY
L11A l4ASt1,Y
L CH A
L SR A
L SR A
L Stt A
T AX
L CA IF M TTII 1 , X
Mitt OM %k 1:
MUvt LOW N
PU1 11 IN
2ND LMtDt N
MtHL4 MI 1H
i1RST UIGI,
STUMt IT
CHANLx TO /l0MT1Nt4kOIN1
1,MTRACT flit INiLGIHfit,.
GL  t tACT ION AS INTLUtH
WOW AHtA
Gil INt ► NACI ION
St ARIA TAtil f Mt TKID Of
OBTAINING CORRE SIMO 001 .
OT.CIMAL VALLIE
USt At, I Nat X
Gt T THt MCIMAL LQU IVAIt N1
_10/-
fLOX XTEW
LOY VY
ORA "S30
STA 52200,Y
AND -SF
ORA RHC,X	 STORE THE FRACTIUN
STA RHO, X
RTS
•
•
•rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr•••rr•rrrrr•rrrrrs•r•a•rrrrrrrrrr•rrrrr. ucr••rrrrr.rr
•	 r
•	 CONSTANT TABLE OF NUMBERS USED IN CALCULATIONS, 	 r
•rrrr••rrrrr•rrrrrrrrrrrr a rrrrrarrrrrrrrrrrrr•rrrrrrrrr•rr•r•r••r•rrrr
T ABLE ADR (CNTS)
CNT S EQU r
HEX 7C,9F,BE,77 00 - TCY
HEX 7C.D0, 2F, iB 04 - TCZ
H0( 7E,9A,EC,71 08 - THMY
HEX 7E,98,OF,39 OC - THMZ
HEX 06,80,F2,6E 10 - Xw
HEX OO,FD, 13,63 14 - CTMY
HEX 7E,9A,55,50 18 - STMY
HEX OO,FD,2E,C3 IL - CTMZ
HEX 7E,97,80,51 20 - STMZ
HEX 7F,BF,C3,EB 24 - CXK
HEX OO,ED,5A,69 28 - SXK
HEX 02,BE,EC.DD 2C - Cl
HEX 03,89,F5,17 30 - C2
HEX 83,E5,7E,A9 34 - C3
HEX 03,82,DE,4C 38 - C4
HEX 83,8E,DC,13 3C - C5
HEX 01,93,27,AA 40 - C6
HEX 83,A1,A2,81 44 - C7
HEX 03, A3, CA, CE 48 - C8
HEX 00,81F,28,133 4C - C9
HEX 77,CF,CO 3 06 50 - CIO
HEX 75,87,75,21 5,	 - C11
HEX F8,C2,IE,A6 58 - C12
HEX 01,80,6F,75 5C - C14
HEX 69.D6,BF,95 60 - IE-7
HEX OC,D6,F5,7B 64 - RCR
HEX 02,80,00,00 68 - TWO ("20)
HEX 09,60,00,00 6C - C256 ("256")
HEX 06,E5,2E,E1 70 - P180 (180/PI)
HEX 06,FO,00,00
r
74 - C60 (60)
f	 •	 END OF	 N(MUER TA13LE; START SCRATCH SPACE
r
VRTbLI	 HEX
	 O0,01,01,01,03,01,04,04
HEX 05,06,06,07,08,06,09,09
LSCRN	 ASC 'LAIL0 ►GRNGB RNG..'
... 1
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Appendix IV. Program listing for program to com-
pute spherical C-constant from equations 3-22 through
3-36. This program was written in FOKTW-IV using double
precision arithmetic.
\ n
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J
C	 THIS PROGRA14 IS USED TO CALCULATE THE CONSTANTS LISEU IN THE
C	 EXPLICIT COORDINATE CONVERTER TO CONVERT THE GEOCENTRIC
C	 ARC ANGLES TO GEOCENTRIC ;OORDINATES (LAT. AND LONG.)
C	 REFERENCE H. FELL, NAVIGATION, SUMMER 1975 AND PRIVATE
C	 COMMUNICATION.
C
C	 FIRST WRITTEN 11/1980
C	 MAJOR REVISION 6/1961
C	 J. P. FISCHER
C
IMPLICITREAL-8(A-H2O-Z)
DATA RR/6378.2064/,R/6356.5838/
C04MON XX, -Y,ZZ
PRINT23
CALL RDLLS(PHIO,THETO,d9)
C
C	 CALCULATION OF THE CENTER OF 	 OSCULATING SPHERE.
C
ORIGINAL P,%- V- 1:3
OF POOR QUALITY
BF-DSIN(PHIO)
B2n B1'B1
B3-DCOS (PHI 0)
B4-B3*83
85-RR-RR
86-ROR
RCn (85f82+B6-B4)/R
B7-D:;QRT(85`B2+136'134)
XX-(RR-67)"83*DSIN(THETO)
YY-(RR-87)'OCOS(THETO)'B3
ZZ n (R-RR/R*B7)-D1
CID-XX/RC
CII n YY/RC
C12-ZZ/RC
C13-C10
C14-RR/R
C
C	 READ IN THE COORDINATES OF THE THREE LORkN-C STATIONS.
C
CALL RDLLS(PM,TM,&9)
CALL RDLLS(PX,TX,G9)
CALL RDLLS(PY,TY,&9)
C
C	 CONVERT THE GEODETIC LATITUDE TO GEOCENTRIC AND MAP THE POINTS
C	 ONTO THE OSCULATING SPHERE.
C
CALL SPUS(PM,TM,PHM,T H4)
CALL SPUS(PX,TX,PHX,THX)
CALL SPDS(PY,TY,PHY,THY)
C
C	 COMPUTE THE C-CONSTANTS USED TO CONVERT GEOCEN TRIC ARC ANGLES
r	 TO GEOCENTRIC LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE.
C
AI-DCOS(PHM)
A2 n OSIN(PHM)
A3-DCOS(TRM)
A4-DSIR(THM)
A5-DCOS(PHX)
A6-OSIN(PHX)
A7 n DCOS(THX)
A8-OS I N(THX )
A90DCOS(PHY)
A10-OSIN(PHY)
All-DCOS(THY)
Al2-OSIN(THY)
C
D-A60AIOA9"(A3'A)2-A4•All)-A2*A5*A95(A74Al2-A8'All)+A10*A5*A1'(A7•
>A4-A8*A3)
Cl-(AI O A4'A1 O-A2-A9' Al 2)/D
C2- (A6 *A9&Al2-A5-AB*AIO)/D
C3-(A5*" G A2-A6-AI -A4 )/D
CA-(A2-A90A11-A1-A30AIO)/D
C5•(A56A7-A10-A6'A9*AII)/D
C6-(A6*A l *A3-AS*AT 112 )/U
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c
c
C
C7-A1 • A9* (A3 0 AI2-M l AI I)/D
CONA56A94(A8@AII-A76Al2)/U
C9 nA5*AIO(A7*A4-A89A3)/D
PRINT THE RESULTS AND QUIT.
ORIGINAL PAGE  I3
OF POOR QU.11 1, ITY
w
ti
PRINTI,CI,C2,C3,C4,C5,Cb.C7.CB,C9,CIO.CII,Cl2,C13,C14
9 STOP
1 FORMAT(' C1 - ',IP014.7,3X, I C2 • ',D14.7,IX, I C3 ',014.7/' CA
>,1314.7,3X. 1 0 - 1 ,014.7.3X,'C6 n 1 ,D14.7/' C7 - 1,014.7,3X,'C8
>,014.7,3X,'C9 - ',D14.7/' CIO n 1 ,D14.7,3X,'CII - ',DI0„7,3X,'C12
>- 1 ,D1.1.7/' C13 - ',014.7,3X.'C)4 - 1,014.7)
23 FORMAT('IENTER COORDINATES OF MIDPOINT Of COVERAGE. ARI-A.')
E NO
SUBROUTINE SPDS(PHIO,THEO,PHII,THEI)
C
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE COORDINATES Of A ',-OINT ON
C	 A SPHEROID AND CALCULATES THE IMAGE Of P UNDF1( THE SPHEROID
C	 TO THE OSCULATING SPHERE WITH CENTER AT XX, YY, ZZ FROM
C	 MAIN PROGRAM.
C
IMPLICIT REAL*B(A-H,0-Z)
DATA RR/6378.2064/,R/63 %.5838/
COMMON XX, YY, ZI
PHIOwDATAN(R/RRQOTAN(PHIO))
X n RRODCOS(PH10)ODSIN(THEO)
Y-RR@DCOS(PH10)40005(THEO)
I-R*DSIN(PHIO)
XL n DSQRT(( X-XX) O( X-XX )+(Y-YY)I(Y-YY)+(Z-ZZ)O(Z-ZZ))
PHIL-DARSIN((Z-ZZ)/XL)
THEI-DATAN((X- XX) /(Y-YY))
RETURN
END
C
C	 THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS GEOCENTuiC CO7ROINATE5 ENTERED BY THE
C	 USER TO RADIAN COORDINATES. INPUT FORA IS: DWO MM SS.SS
r--
OF:1GiNAL PUA^ITY
OF POOR Q
Appendix V. Program listings for service routine
to convert BCD numbers entered at user's terminal to 9511
equivalent binary floating-Point numbers. First p.,ogram
is smitten in FORTRAN-IV and second program is written in
IBM 360/310 assembly language.
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C	 WHERE 'DDDD' IS THL DEGREES PORTION OF THE LAT. OR LONG-., INCLU()ING
c	 SIGN, MM IS THE MINUTES PORTION, AND SS.SS IS '.HE SECONDS PORTION.
C	 READ FORMAT	 IS:	 14,IX.12,1X,F5.0.
C
IMPLICIT REAL'8(A-H,0-Z)
DATA PI/3.1415926535898/
DATA MSGI/'LATI'/,MSG2/'TUDE'/,MS(;3/': ' /,MSG4 /'LONG'/,MSG5/'ITU
>0'/,MSG6/'E:	 '/
PII-PI/180.
C
C	 PROMPT USER.
C
PRINTI,MSGI,MSG2,MSG3
READ(5,10,ENDn 2I )TI ,T2,T3
PHI-PI1'(T1+(T2-T3/6O.)/60.) ORIGINAL. PA^	 ISC
C	 PROMPT USER FOR LONG] fUDE ENTRY. OF POOR QUALITY
c
FHIVTI,MSG4,MSG5,MSG6
READ(5,IO,(ND-21)TI,T2,T3
THE-PII'(TI+(T2+T3/60.)/60.1
C
RETURN
21 RETURN	 1
1	 FORMAT('	 ENTEI' ',3M /'	 DDDO MM SS.SS')
10 FORMAT(F4.0,IX,F2.O,IX,F5.0)
END
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C	 FORTRAN PROGRAM 9511
C	 PHIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO RUN IN CONJUCTIUN WITH SUBROUTINE
C	 DECHX. A REAL N(MBER IS READ IN AND CONVERTED FROM 360/370
C	 FLOATING-POINT FORMT TO THE BINARY FLOATING —POINT FORMAT
C	 USED BY THE AM9511A MATH CHIP. THE INPUT NUMBER IS HANDLED
C	 AS REAL •8 TO ALLOW ROUNDING UP OF THL FINAL RESULT.
C
J.P. FISCHER	 4/81
C
REAL'8 XA
LOGICAL • I RI,112,R3,114	 ORIGINAL PACE M
I READ(5, 10,END•2)XA 	 OF POOR QUALITYCA-L DECHX(XA,R1,R2,R3,R4)
PRINT 11,RI,R?,R3,R4
GOT01
2 STOP
10 FORMAT(F15.0)
11 FORMAT(IX,Z2,1X,3Z2)
END
roaarrrrrrrrr uaar urarrrrrrrrrrarraarrarrrrrrrararrrrr a aarraraaraarar
r	 •
'	 THIS FORTRAN— COMMPATIBLF SUBROUTINE TRANSLATES A 360/370 	 •
•	 FLOATING—POINT NUMBER TO THE FLOATING—POINT FORMAT USED	 •
•	 BY THE AM9511 MATH CHIP. THIS IS DESIGNED AS / DEVELOPMENT •
•	 PROGRAM. RESULTING NUMBER IS RETURNED AS FOUR SEPARATE
	 •
•	 NUMBERS (LOGICAL • I).	 •
•	 r
•	 J. P. FISCHER	 3/81	 •
r
ararrrrrarrrrrrrrsrrrrrarrarrrrrrarrarrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrarrarrrarrrrrarrr
SPACE 2
DECHX
	
CSECT
BC	 15,5+1+4(15)
	
BRANCH AROUND I 
DC	 XLI'S'
DC	 CL51OECHX'
LR	 12,15	 NEW BASE
USING DECHX,12
STM	 14,12,12(13)	 SAVE REGISTERS
SPACE
MVI
	 FLAG,O	 CLEAR FLAG
L	 2,0(1)	 ADDRESS OF FLOATING—POINT NUMBER
MVC
	 EXPO(5),0(2)	 MOVE INTO THIS PROGRAM
TM	 EXPO,X180'	 SEE IF MANTISSA IS NEGATIVE
BZ	 POSM	 GO IF POSITIVE
MVI	 FLAG,1	 SET MINUS BIT
NI	 EXPO,X17F'	 CLEAR NEGATIVE U1T
POSH	 SLR	 3,3	 ZERO A REG;STEH
IC	 3,EXPO	 GET THE EXPONENT
SL	 3,F64	 SLB (RAC T X 1 40' FOR NEW BINARY EXPONENT
SLL	 3,2	 CONVERT EXPONENT FROM HEX TO OINARY
SPACE
LEFT	 TM	 EXPO+1,X'80'
	 SEE IF LEFT ADJUSTMENT NECESSARY
BO	 NOT	 IF SET, DON'T DO ANY MORE
ACM	 4,15,EXPO+1	 GET THE MANTISSA
SLL
	
4,1
	 SHIFT OVER ONE
BCTR 3,0	 DECREMENT EXPONENT
STCM 4,15,EXPO+1
B	 LEFT	 SEE IF SHIFTING COMPLETE
NOT	 TM	 EXPO+4,X'80'	 SEE IF THIS BIT IS SET
BZ	 p0 S	 IF NOT, DON'T ROUND UP
ACM	 4,B'0111',EXPO+1	 GET THE MANTISSA
LA	 4,1(4)	 INCREMENT IT
STCM 4,B'0111',EXPO+1	 REPLACE IT
SPACE
POS	 STC	 3,EXPO	 STORE THE NEW EXPONENT
TM	 FLAG,1	 SEE IF NEGATIVE
BZ	 POS1
01	 EXPO,X180'	 SET THE NEGATIVE BIT
8	 POS2
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POSI NI EXPO,X'7F' CLEAR THE NEGATIVE BIT
SPACE
• RETURN THE NEW LOAT INGPOINT NUMBER
SPACE
POS2 LM 3,6,4(1) ADDRESSES OF RETURN LOCATIONS
MVC 0(1,1),Expo MOVE THE NEW EXPONENT
MvC 0(1.4),EWO+1 MOVE THE MSD OF MANTISSA
MVC 0(1,5),FXP`O+2 MOVE THi MIDDLE Of MANTISSA
MVC 0(1,6),EXP'O+3 MOVE THE LSB OF MANTI	 SA
SPAN
a RETURN TO CALLER
SPACE
LM 2,12,26(1_: RESTORE REGISTERS AS THEY WERE
Mvl 12(t)),Y'rF' INDICATE CONTROL RETURNED TO CALLER
SR 1 S, 15 ZERO RETURN CODE
BR 14 RETURN
SPACE J
05 OF
F64 DC F'64'
EXPO OS XL5
FLAG DS XLI
E ND DECHX
URiG'NAL PAC:: t:?
CF POOR QUALITY
